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Motor coordination in children: the associations with body composition, sedentary 
behaviour and academic achievement  
Abstract 
Introduction: This thesis focuses on the role of motor coordination in children’s health-
related behaviours and cognitive outcomes. Therefore, this study explores the relationships 
between motor coordination (MC) and body composition, sedentary behaviour (SB) and 
academic achievement (AA) in elementary school children. This work presents four papers in 
the body of the thesis and two papers in the annexes section as an integrated part of the PhD 
process. The specific objectives were: to evaluate the relationship between objectively 
measured SB and MC in Portuguese children (aged 9-10 years), accounting for physical 
activity (PA), accelerometer wear time, waist-to-height ratio, and mother’s education level 
(PAPER I); to quantify maternal misclassification of child weight status in a sample of 
Portuguese children aged 9 to 12 years, according to gender, family income, maternal weight 
status, education level and age (PAPER II); to determine the ability (sensibility and 
specificity) of different measures of adiposity (body mass index, waist circumference, body 
fat percentage and waist-to-height ratio) to discriminate between low/high motor coordination 
in a sample of children aged 9–12 years (PAPER III); to evaluate the relationship between 
gross MC and AA in Portuguese children aged 9-12 years, accounting for cardiorespiratory 
fitness, body mass index, and socioeconomic status (PAPER IV). 
Methods: Data for this exploratory cross-sectional school-based study are derived from the 
Bracara Study (2009/2010). The sample comprised 596 participants (281 girls) aged 9-to 12 
years from 13 urban public elementary schools (4th grade) in the north of Portugal. MC was 
assessed with Körperkoordination Test für Kinder (KTK). PA and SB were measured by 
accelerometry (Actigraph GT1M). Height, weight and waist circumference were measured 
with standardized protocols and instruments. Body fat percentage was estimated by a 
bioelectric impedance digital scale (Tanita TBF-300). Cardiorespiratory fitness was assessed 
with the Fitnessgram battery. The 4th grade national exams were used as a measure of AA.  
Parents or guardians were also invited to participate through socio-biographic, PA and other 
health-related behaviour questionnaires.  
Results: In paper I, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis showed that sedentary 
time significantly discriminated between children with low MC and high MC, with a best 
trade off  between sensitivity and specificity being achieved at ≥77.29% and ≥76.48% for 
girls and boys respectively (p<0.05 for both). In both genders, the low sedentary group had 
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significantly higher odds of having good MC than the higher sedentary group, independent of 
PA, accelerometer wear time, waist-to-height ratio, and mother’s education level (p<0.05 for 
both). In paper II, the prevalence of underweight, overweight, and obesity in children were 
4.6%, 25.5%, and 6.4%, respectively. 65.2% of underweight and 61.6% of overweight/obese 
children’s were misclassified by their mothers. For the majority of variables presented, the 
values of agreement were fair (k ranged 0.257 to 0.486), but were statistically significant. 
Significant differences in the percentages of mothers who correctly classified their children’s 
weight status were only found among the most educated in the overweight/obese group and 
among the normal weight mothers in the underweight group. In paper III, ROC curve analysis 
showed that all measures of adiposity performed well on average in identifying low MC, as 
indicated by the area under the curve greater than 0.6. The ROC performance of body fat 
percentage showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy than body mass index, waist 
circumference and waist-to-height ratio in predicting low MC in girls. In boys, the ROC 
performance of waist circumference showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy than 
body mass index, body fat percentage and waist-to-height ratio in predicting low MC. After 
adjustments, logistic regression analyses showed that body mass index, waist circumference, 
body fat percentage and waist-to-height ratio were positively and significantly associated 
with MC in both sexes, with the exception of waist-to-height ratio in girls. In paper IV, 
51.6% of the sample exhibited MC disorders or MC insufficiency and none of the 
participants showed very good MC. In both genders, children with insufficient MC or MC 
disorders exhibited a higher probability of having low AA, compared with those with normal 
or good MC (p<0.05 for trend for both) after adjusting for cardiorespiratory fitness, body 
mass index and socioeconomic status. 
Conclusions: Adequate levels of MC in children have essential importance since it were 
found to be positive related with health-related behaviours and cognitive outcomes. Our 
findings suggest that PA levels per se may not overcome the deleterious influence of high 
levels of SB on MC. Our data stress the importance of discouraging SB among children to 
improve MC (paper I). Many mothers do not properly recognize their children’s weight status 
and frequently underestimate their children’s body size (paper II). Body fat percentage and 
waist circumference showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy in predicting low MC, 
for girls and for boys, respectively (paper III). Children of both genders with lower MC had 
higher odds of having low AA, after adjusting for potential confounding factors (paper IV). 
Key-words: motor coordination, sedentary behaviour, physical activity, accelerometry, 
parental perceptions, body composition, academic achievement, children. 
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Coordenação motora em crianças: associações com a composição corporal, o 
comportamento sedentário e o desempenho académico  
Resumo 
Introdução: Esta tese centra-se no papel da coordenação motora (CM) nos comportamentos 
relacionados com a saúde e nos resultados cognitivos em crianças com idades compreendidas 
entre os 9 e os 12 anos. Neste sentido, este estudo explora as relações entre a CM e a 
composição corporal, o comportamento sedentário (CS) e o desempenho académico (DA) em 
crianças. Este trabalho apresenta quatro artigos no corpo da tese e dois artigos nos anexos 
como parte integrante do processo de doutoramento. Os objectivos específicos foram: avaliar 
a relação entre o CS objectivamente medido e a CM, ajustando para a actividade física (AF), 
o tempo de utilização do acelerómetro, o rácio cintura/altura e o nível de escolaridade da mãe 
(artigo I); quantificar os erros de classificação do peso corporal das crianças por parte das 
mães, de acordo com o sexo, o estatuto socioeconómico das crianças, o peso corporal, a 
escolaridade e a idade da mãe (artigo II); determinar a capacidade (sensibilidade e 
especificidade) de diferentes medidas de adiposidade (índice de massa corporal, perímetro da 
cintura, percentagem de massa gorda e o rácio cintura/altura) para descriminar entre 
baixa/elevada CM (artigo III); avaliar a relação entre a CM e o DA, ajustando para a aptidão 
cardiorrespiratória, índice de massa corporal e o estatuto socioeconómico (artigo IV). 
Métodos: A amostra foi constituída de 596 participantes (281 meninas) do 4º ano de 
escolaridade, com idades compreendidas entre os 9 e os 12 anos, de 13 escolas públicas do 1º 
ciclo de carácter urbano do norte de Portugal, no ano lectivo 2009-2010. A CM foi avaliada 
pela bateria de testes Körperkoordination Test für Kinder (KTK). A AF e o CS foram 
medidos por acelerometria (ActiGraph GT1M). A altura, o peso foram medidos recorrendo a 
instrumentos e a protocolos standartizados. A percentagem de massa gorda foi aferida através 
de bioempedância (balança digital Tanita TBF-300). A aptidão cardio-respiratória foi 
determinada pela bateria de testes do Fitnessgram. As provas de aferição do 4º ano de 
escolaridade foram usadas como medidas do DA. Pais ou encarregados de educação 
participaram no estudo através do preenchimento de questionários socio-biográficos, de AF e 
outros comportamentos relacionados com a saúde. 
Resultados: No artigo I, a análise das curvas (receiver operating characteristic – ROC) 
mostraram que o tempo em CS descriminou significativamente entre crianças com baixa CM 
e elevada CM, sendo o melhor equilíbrio (trade off) entre sensibilidade e especificidade 
alcançado com ≥77.29% e ≥76.48%, respectivamente para meninas e meninos (p<0.05 para 
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ambos). Em ambos os sexos, o grupo com baixo CS teve uma probabilidade 
significativamente maior de ter uma boa CM do que o grupo com elevado CS, 
independentemente das variáveis de ajuste (p<0.05 para ambos). No artigo II, a prevalência 
de baixo peso, excesso de peso e obesidade foram, respectivamente 4.6%, 25.5%, e 6.4%. 
65.2% das crianças com baixo peso e 61.6% das crianças com excesso de peso/obesidade 
foram incorrectamente classificadas pelas respectivas mães. Na maioria das variáveis 
apresentadas, os valores de concordância encontrados foram moderados (k entre 0.257 e 
0.486), no entanto significativos. Diferenças significativas, nas mães que classificaram 
correctamente o peso corporal dos seus filhos, foram apenas encontradas nas mães com mais 
elevada escolaridade, no grupo de crianças com excesso de peso/obesidade, e nas mães com 
peso normal, no grupo de crianças com baixo peso. No artigo III, a performance das curvas 
ROC para a percentagem de massa gorda mostrou uma melhor precisão discriminatória do 
que as restantes, na predição de baixa CM em meninas. Nos meninos, a performance das 
curvas ROC para o perímetro da cintura mostrou uma melhor precisão discriminatória do que 
as demais, na predição de baixa CM. A análise de regressão logística mostrou que todas as 
medidas de adiposidade estavam positiva e significativamente associados com a CM em 
ambos os géneros, com a excepção do rácio cintura/altura nas meninas. No artigo IV, 51.6% 
dos participantes apresentaram distúrbios da CM ou insuficiências da CM e nenhuma criança 
foi classificada com boa CM. Em ambos os géneros, crianças classificadas com distúrbios da 
CM ou insuficiências da CM apresentaram uma maior probabilidade de manifestarem baixo 
DA, comparados com aqueles que foram classificados com CM normal ou CM boa (p<0.05 
para a tendência em ambos). 
Conclusões: Níveis adequados de CM em crianças têm uma importância crucial, quer para os 
comportamentos relacionados com a saúde quer nos resultados cognitivos/académicos. Os 
resultados sugerem que os níveis de AF per se podem não superar as influências prejudiciais 
que os elevados níveis de CS têm na CM. Estes resultados evidenciam a importância de 
desencorajar o CS nas crianças de forma a melhorar a CM (artigo I). Muitas mães não 
percepcionam correctamente o peso corporal dos filhos e frequentemente substimam-no 
(artigo II). A percentagem de massa gorda e o perímetro da cintura apresentaram uma melhor 
precisão discriminatória na predição de baixa CM, respectivamente em meninas e meninos 
(artigo III). Crianças de ambos os géneros com baixa CM tiveram uma maior probabilidade 
de serem classificados com baixo RA (artigo IV). 
Palavras-chave: coordenação motora, comportamento sedentário, actividade física, 
acelerometria, percepções parentais, composição corporal, desempenho académico e crianças. 
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 “A person’s motor behaviour position at any point in his life reflects his past movement 
experiences and presages his future ones” (Clark, 2005). 
 
Considering that most, if not all, measurable behaviour manifests itself in the form of 
movement, it is not surprising that movement is crucial for humans’ survival. In our lives we 
produce a wide range of movements vital to our independence, interactions with the world 
and personal safety (Utley & Astill, 2008). Our capacity to move is an essential aspect of our 
evolutionary development as important as the evolution of our intellectual and emotional 
capacities (Schmidt, 1991).  
Although motor development, motor learning and motor control are well establish in 
literature as different fields under the umbrella of motor behaviour, the lines separating these 
areas have become increasingly blurred (Thomas, 2006). According to Schmidt and Lee  
(2005) and Ulrich & Reeve (2005), there is no good explanation for separating the study of 
any of these fields from one another, because there is a significant overlap in scientific issues, 
theories, and methods. Furthermore, the artificial separation can hamper the understanding of 
issues across all three areas (Fischman, 2007). As Newellʼs (1986) model suggests, in any 
motor skill performance context, there are three interacting sources of constraint: the task, 
organism, and environment. Therefore, we share the perspective of Ulrich and Reeve (2005) 
that suggests that the field adopt the unifying name of motor behaviour defined as 
“understanding of the processes underlying motor performance across the lifespan”. 
When studying the motor behaviour, a developmental perspective is essential to our 
understanding of movement and mobility (Clark, 2005). Thus, it is important to understand 
the differences between growth (generally referring to physical growth) and development 
(changes occurring throughout the life span), as well as between learning (resulting in 
permanent changes in the ability to perform a skilled movement) and performance (changes 
in the observable product of movement).  
In literature on motor skill development, the focus is mostly on the 
proficiency/competence level in movement skills. Motor competence can be defined as a 
person’s ability to execute different motor acts, including coordination of both fine and gross 
motor skills (Henderson & Sugden, 1992). The development of motor competence during 
infancy and childhood is dependent upon and influenced according to the pattern that is 
established by two factors namely, biological factors which include genetics, gender and 
maturation, and environmental factors which include experience, opportunity, 
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encouragement, demographics and social factors (Gallahue, 1982; Thomas, 2000; Thomas, 
2001) and their interactions (Newell, 1986).  
 Multiple terms are used to describe a high motor skill performance (coordinated 
motor behaviour), including variations of the following: high motor competence, high motor 
proficiency, high motor skill competence, high motor skill proficiency, high motor 
coordination (MC), high fundamental movement skills proficiency, skilfulness. The 
terminology used for low motor skill performance (uncoordinated motor behaviour) include 
variations of the following: developmental coordination disorder, motor skills disorder, 
coordination disorder, incoordination, clumsiness, poor/low motor competence, poor/low 
MC, poor/low motor proficiency, poor/low fundamental movement skills proficiency, poor 
motor difficulties, and motor impairment. Although the terms are often interchangeable, the 
practice lacks precision, while there is considerable overlap between these concepts, because 
they do not always refer to the same thing. Given the lack of agreement on the use of one 
particular term to describe children with movement competency, the original terms that the 
authors used in their studies to identify the children with whom they were working will be 
used. Therefore, in this thesis, the original terms applied by each author/study were adopted 
in order to respect the study’s origin, how the movement outcomes were assessed (product or 
process), the age group involved, and the objectives proposed. The term “motor 
coordination” (MC) used in this thesis is a general term that encompasses various aspects of 
movement competency. We used the term “motor coordination” (MC) in this study as it 
specifically aligns with the language used in the assessment implemented for this study 
(Kiphard-Schilling body coordination test) and with previous literature that has used the same 
assessment. 
It is also important to define some other concepts used in this thesis, such as; physical 
activity (PA) is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that results in 
energy expenditure beyond basal metabolic rate (Caspersen, Powell, & Christenson, 1985). 
Physical fitness is a set of attributes related to a person’s ability to perform physical activities 
that require aerobic fitness, endurance, strength or flexibility and is determined by a 
combination of regular activity and genetically inherited ability (Hussey, Bell, Bennett, 
O'Dwyer, & Gormley, 2007). Cardiorespiratory fitness reflects the overall capacity of the 
cardiovascular and pulmonary systems to supply oxygen during sustained exercise, as well as 
the ability to perform such exercise (Taylor, Buskirk, & Henschel, 1955). 
One of the cornerstones of a physically active lifestyle is motor skill competence 
(Ennis, 2011). It has been suggested that an appropriate acquisition of MC contributes to 
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children’s physical, cognitive, and social development (Payne & Isaacs, 1995). A proper MC 
level is essential for strong general development, as well as for health, psychosocial 
development, and well-being (Haga, 2008b; Piek, Baynam, & Barrett, 2006). Since it is know 
that motor development is interrelated with cognitive development, because they share the 
same neuronal structures (cerebellum and the frontal lobe), when there are perturbations 
(genetic or environmental) that affect motor system or cognition it is often the case that both 
motor and cognitive functions are affected (Diamond, 2000). Therefore, children’s 
development cannot be separated easily into disconnected developmental domains (Smith, 
Thelen, Titzer, & McLin, 1999), rather it is the whole child that needs our attention 
(Bowman, Burns, & Donovan, 2001). Furthermore, it is know that early school motor skills 
assessment may increased the predictability of later achievement and the probability of 
identifying children at risk for school failure (Son & Meisels, 2006). Additionally, a recent 9 
years longitudinal study in children (7-9 until 16 years of age) showed for the first time that 
an intervention program with increased physical activity and motor skills training could 
improve school achievements (Ericsson & Karlsson, 2012). 
The early childhood years are a critical time for the development of fundamental 
movement skills (FMS), which are considered the building blocks of more complex 
movements (Clark & Metcalfe, 2002) and a key factor in the promotion of lifelong active 
lifestyles (Clark, 2005; Stodden et al., 2008).  Moreover, insufficiently developed movement 
skills have been identified as an important barrier to later participation in PA (Allender, 
Cowburn, & Foster, 2006), and it is known that motor skills have been observed to tracked 
during childhood (Malina, 1996). Likewise, these skills need to be learned, practiced and 
reinforced through developmentally appropriate movement programmes (Logan, Robinson, 
Wilson, & Lucas, 2011). According to Clark (2005) around the age of seven, children shift 
from the period of fundamental motor skills, in which they learn and practice through a 
variety of activities, to a new period in which they begin to implement skills in more complex 
contexts, such as games. This "context specific" period occurs about the same time as the 
qualitative shift occurs toward higher cognitive development. Therefore, this thesis focuses 
on assessing MC in fourth grade children, after the FMS period, because in this period, 
children are still mastering motor skills; consequently, their movement patterns are often 
extremely variable. The other reason was that the academic achievement (AA) was assessed 
using direct/objective indicators (scores on standardized tests) through the Portuguese 
Language and Mathematics National Exams which are mandatory for all 4th grade students. 
Also our interest emerges on the evidences that motor skill proficiency levels among young 
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children have been described as suboptimal (Okely & Booth, 2004). Poor MC as become a 
growing issue of interest based on the fact that proficiency levels are tracked into childhood 
and adolescence (Branta, Haubenstricker, & Seefeldt, 1984; McKenzie et al., 2002) and are 
related to health outcomes such as adiposity (D'Hondt et al., 2011; Graf et al., 2004; Lopes, 
Stodden, Bianchi, Maia, & Rodrigues, 2011; Okely, Booth, & Chey, 2004), self-esteem 
(Ulrich, 1987), cardiorespiratory fitness (Okely, Booth, & Patterson, 2001a), PA (Barnett, 
Morgan, Van Beurden, Ball, & Lubans, 2011; Burgi et al., 2011; Okely, Booth, & Patterson, 
2001b; Williams et al., 2008; Wrotniak, Epstein, Dorn, Jones, & Kondilis, 2006), sedentary 
behaviour (SB) (Williams et al., 2008; Wrotniak et al., 2006) and AA (Piek, Dawson, Smith, 
& Gasson, 2008; Son & Meisels, 2006), particularly in children who face unusual difficulties 
in performing motor skills, despite not having identifiable neurological or sensory problems 
and their being of normal intelligence (Venetsanou et al., 2011). These children are said to 
suffer from developmental coordination disorder (DCD). DCD is defined as a condition 
marked by a significant impairment in the development of MC, which interferes with AA 
and/or activities of daily living. These difficulties are not due to a general medical condition 
(psychiatric, neurological, or other medical condition) and are in excess of any learning 
difficulties, if present (APA, 1994, 2000). 
Data for the present study are derived from the Bracara Study aimed to evaluate the 
relations between MC, PA, SB, physical fitness, body composition, AA and health 
behaviours among elementary school children (9 to 12 years old). Parents or guardians were 
also invited to participate through socio-biographic, PA and other health-related behaviour 
questionnaires as described in detail in the methods section of this thesis. The studies 
presented in this thesis four papers in the body of the thesis and two papers in the annexes 
section are an integrated part of the PhD process.  
This thesis focuses on the role of motor coordination in children’s health-related 
behaviours and cognitive outcomes. Therefore the present study explores the relationships 
between motor coordination and body composition, sedentary behaviour and academic 
achievement in elementary school children. 
The specific objectives on which this thesis was based are as follows: 
1. to evaluate the relationship between objectively measured SB and MC Portuguese 
children (aged 9-10 years), accounting for PA, accelerometer wear time, waist-to-
height ratio, and mother’s education level (PAPER I) 
Introduction 
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2. to quantify maternal misclassification of child weight status in a sample of 
Portuguese children aged 9 to 12 years, according to gender, family income, 
maternal weight status, education level and age (PAPER II) 
3. to determine the ability (sensibility and specificity) of different measures of 
adiposity (body mass index, waist circumference, body fat percentage and waist-
to-height ratio) to discriminate between low/high motor coordination in a sample 
of children aged 9–12 years (PAPER III) 
4. to evaluate the relationship between gross MC and AA in Portuguese children 
aged 9-12 years, accounting for cardiorespiratory fitness, body mass index, and 
socioeconomic status (PAPER IV) 
The two papers annexed in this thesis, as an integrated part of the PhD process, had 
the following aims: 
5. to analyse the relation between usual PA and gross motor abilities and motor 
coordination in children aged 6 to 7 years (PAPER V) 
6. to analyze the effects of an intervention strategy during school recess on physical 
activity levels by gender, age and body mass index (PAPER VI) 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Background 
____________________________________________ 
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According to Clark and Whitall (1989), the history of motor development could be 
divided into four periods: Precursor (1787-1928) (focus on product development, nature 
versus nurture argument), Maturational (1928-1946) (focus on maturation, which is 
genetically predetermined), Normative (1946-1970) (focus on the movement skills in school-
age children), and Process-oriented (1970-present) (focus on hypothesis-driven research). 
During this last period, three major theoretical constructs emerge: the information-processing 
approach stated that movement is simple input-output relay information (the brain receives, 
processes, and interprets information in order to send signals to produce skilled coordinated 
movements); the ecological psychology perspective stated that actions are determined by 
many internal (of the individual) and external (from the environment) factors; the dynamic 
systems theory stated that movement emerges based on the interaction between the task, the 
environment, and the individual. 
It is through movement that we interact with the world either by moving around in 
different contexts or handling objects, or by dealing with other people (Utley & Astill, 2008). 
However, it is required that these movements might be adaptive, goal-directed actions that 
are goal-achieving (Clark, 2005). In this context, literature has devoted some discussion to 
what is meant by the term “skill”. Most researchers agree with Schmidt’s definition that skills 
are movements that are learned and “dependent on practice and experience for their 
execution, as opposed to being genetically defined” (Schmidt & Lee, 2005). In this 
perspective, for Knapp (1963), skill is the learned ability to bring about a predetermined task 
outcome with maximal certainty and the minimum outlay of time and energy, or both. 
Someone is considered skilful if criterions of excellence are achieved and if high 
performance levels are achieved most of the time (Utley & Astill, 2008). In the area of sport, 
skills have been separated into three categories (Haibach, Reid, & Collier, 2011): cognitive 
skills, which involve the intellectual skills of the mover (enable a performer to make 
decisions and solve problems); perceptual skills, which include the interpreting and 
integrating of sensory information to determine the best movement outcome; and motor 
skills, which comprise the physical elements that make possible the movement.  Motor skills 
have also been defined as activities that involve a chain of sensory responses (vision, central 
and motor mechanisms) whereby the performer is capable to maintain constant control of the 
sensory input in compliance with the goal of the movement (Argyle & Kendon, 1967).  
According to Galhahue and Ozmun (2006), motor skills can be classified into three 
categories: non-locomotor stability, which is the ability to maintain body posture and to move 
the body voluntarily into a particular position; locomotor skills, which are gross motor skills 
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in which the purpose of the movement is body transport (involving movement, such as 
running); and manipulative skills, which are fine motor skills in which individuals are 
enabled to explore the world through the manipulation of objects. This classification also 
involves the level of movement precision required to produce the movement. Therefore, skills 
in which large muscle groups produce the movement are classified as gross motor skills. 
Skills in which small muscles groups are critical to perform the skill with increased accuracy 
and control to produce precise movements are classified as fine motor skills. 
There are in literature several authors proposing different periods of motor skill 
development across a life span. Clark (1994) described six major periods in the development 
of motor skill behaviour. These included: reflexive, which begins at the third gestational 
month when movement is first detected and lasts approximately two weeks after birth and is 
characterized by movements that are reflexive in nature, and pre-adapted, which starts when 
the infant’s behaviours are no longer reflexive (approximately two weeks) and is 
characterized by the emergence of species-typical motor behaviours such as rolling over, 
sitting, crawling, feeding, and walking. Environments can speed up the appearance of some 
behaviours and suppress behaviours in others. Fundamental patterns are characterized by 
locomotor and manipulative coordination patterns that will provide the foundation (or 
“building blocks”) for later emerging culturally specific motor skills. It is important to note 
that these are not maturationally-driven patterns but rather require substantial environmental 
support. The period ends when the fundamental pattern of coordination combines and 
elaborates into context-specific movements. Context-specific movements begin around seven 
years of age, when children show a qualitative shift in their cognitive development; it is the 
period where the developing mover begins to refine, elaborate, and combine movements into 
early forms of culturally specified motor skills. Skillful movements are characterized to be 
efficient both physiologically and psychologically, and adaptively versatile. To reach this 
period takes years of practice in one particular movement form. Compensation periods occur 
when an injury, disease, or other changes in our body require modifications to our 
movements and are characterized by the need to compensate for changes in our organism 
constraints (that is, our physiological systems). 
Several theoretical models have emerged addressing the importance of motor skill 
development/competence to PA across time. To provide a heuristic model to situate the 
understanding of motor skill development, Clark & Metcalfe (2002) employed the metaphor 
of a mountain the “mountain of motor development”.  This metaphor is meant to assist the 
understanding of global changes that occur in our movement and mobility from birth to 
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death. Climbing a mountain represents the sequential, cumulative, time-intensive challenge of 
working one’s way to a peak (skilfulness). The individual’s characteristics and environment 
interact in determining the final outcome in “mountain climbing”. The model clearly 
illustrates that whilst all children are expected to progress to the fundamental pattern period, 
fewer are expected to progress to the context-specific and finally the skilful stage. The 
different-sized mountain peaks in the model represent different possible end points for 
individuals. 
Seefeldt (1980) argued for the notion of a "proficiency barrier" and suggested there 
might be a “critical threshold” of motor skill competence, above which children will be active 
and successfully apply fundamental movement skills (FMS) competence to lifetime physical 
activities. Conversely, if children's skilfulness does not reach this threshold, the author 
hypothesized that they would ultimately drop out of physical activities, unable or unwilling to 
be physically active at the intensities and for the duration needed to maintain health and well-
being. Indeed, the notion of a proficiency barrier leads to the question of the efficacy of 
critical or "sensitive" periods during which children may learn motor skills more easily 
(Clark, 2005). 
The Bandura (1986) Social Learning Theory could also be applied to the 
understanding of motor skill development. Expectations of competence in this context refer 
to a child becoming engaged in activities requiring motor skills and behaving with confidence 
when he/she perceives him/herself as capable. Seeing others in exciting experiences of motor 
skills also gives a firm message to a child that ‘someone else can do it, so I can too’. The role 
modelling and encouragement by teachers and parents (verbal persuasion) also plays an 
important role in developing a child’s self-efficacy in motor skill performance. The motional 
arousal or anxiety involved in motor skill performance could also feasibly effect an 
individual’s motivation.  
Recently, Stodden et al. (2008)  have hypothesized a developmental recursive and 
reciprocal model suggesting that children with a high motor skill proficiency will have higher 
levels of fitness and perceived sports competence, which in turn predicts greater participation 
in PA and vice-versa. The authors also postulated that the relationships between these 
variables may strengthen as children age, and that with age the direction of the association 
between motor skills competence and PA might change; that is, during early childhood, it is 
PA that may develop children’s motor skills competence, but in middle and later childhood, 
the relations between both components might change; thus it is competence in motor skills 
that may be an important condition to engage in PA (Stodden et al., 2008).  
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The mastery of a variety of motor skills is a requisite for children to engage in 
everyday activities and has important implications for different aspects of development in 
children and adolescents (Piek et al., 2006).  Children’s motor skill development is an 
expression of the integration of many body systems, including sensory, musculoskeletal, 
cardiorespiratory, and neurological systems (Dwyer, Baur, & Hardy, 2009) and is ability to 
interact with the environment (Riethmuller, Jones, & Okely, 2009). Consequently, the study 
of a child’s motor development is a prerequisite for the full understanding of children’s whole 
development (Payne & Isaacs, 1998).  
The importance of promoting the development of MC at younger ages relies on the 
evidence that there are current and future benefits associated with the acquisition and 
maintenance of motor proficiency (Lubans, Morgan, Cliff, Barnett, & Okely, 2010). It has 
been suggested that an appropriate acquisition of MC contributes to children’s physical, 
cognitive, and social development (Payne & Isaacs, 1995). A proper MC level is essential for 
strong general development, as well as for health, psychosocial development, and well-being 
(Haga, 2008b; Piek et al., 2006). Although a rudimentary form of movement pattern may 
naturally develop, a mature form of motor proficiency is more likely to be achieved with 
appropriate practice, encouragement, feedback and instruction (Gallahue & Ozmun, 2006). 
Likewise, these skills need to be learned, practiced and reinforced through developmentally 
appropriate movement programmes (Logan et al., 2011). The early childhood years are a 
critical time for the development of these skills, which are considered the building blocks of 
more complex movements (Clark & Metcalfe, 2002). Furthermore, it is known that motor 
skills have been observed to be tracked during childhood (Malina, 1996). 
 Regardless of the theoretical perspective or considered author to characterize or 
explain children’s motor skill development, there seems to be a consensus of the key 
importance of the fundamental movement skills period. This is a period of development when 
children are thought to be able to acquire skills through structured and purposeful learning 
environments and is a crucial period for developing physically competent children. There is a 
general acceptance that the performances for a range of fundamental motor skills reflect a 
degree of learning to which the individual is exposed. Preschool and the early elementary 
years are crucial to a child’s development and mastery of FMS. The acquisition of FMS is 
developmentally sequenced (Branta et al., 1984) and is dependent upon several internal and 
external factors (biological, psychological, social, motivational, cognitive, etc.), and the 
process of acquisition occurs while a range of active play experiences and structured 
programs takes place (Hardy, King, Farrell, Macniven, & Howlett, 2010). These skills enable 
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children to interact with and explore their environment (Gallahue & Ozmun, 2006). 
Therefore, children at six/seven years of age should be at the ‘mature’ level of FMS 
performance proficiency.  
It is important to note that sometimes there is confusion in literature regarding the 
operational definition of FMS. While some researchers use this term to describe general 
motor competence (Fisher et al., 2005; Ziviani, Poulsen, & Hansen, 2009), others reserve this 
term for the specific use of describing skills which directly apply to participation in PA 
(Clark & Metcalfe, 2002; Haywood & Getchell, 2009).  
Motor skill proficiency levels among young children have been described as 
suboptimal (Okely & Booth, 2004). Indeed, Prätorius & Milani (2004) have shown that over 
the last 30 years, the percentage of German children with low MC has increased substantially, 
from 16% in 1974 to a level of 38% in contemporary children. Possible explanations may 
involve the decline of children’s physical fitness (Tomkinson & Olds, 2007)  and PA (Knuth 
& Hallal, 2009), and the increase of SB (Cui, Hardy, Dibley, & Bauman, 2011; Nelson, 
Neumark-Stzainer, Hannan, Sirard, & Story, 2006) and adiposity (Daniels et al., 2005; 
Lobstein, Baur, & Uauy, 2004). Therefore, as motor skills are positively associated with both 
physical fitness (Hands, Larkin, Parker, Straker, & Perry, 2009) and PA (Fisher et al., 2005; 
Okely et al., 2001b; Williams et al., 2008; Wrotniak et al., 2006) and inversely related to SB 
(Wrotniak et al., 2006) and to adiposity (Graf et al., 2004; Lopes, Stodden, et al., 2011; Okely 
et al., 2004) (as will be further explored in detail below), perhaps children’s MC levels are 
decreasing as well.  
Literature has also analysed age, gender and socioeconomic differences in MC. A 
debate exists in literature regarding the impact of gender on children’s motor development 
and on possible differences in the ability to perform certain tasks. Results have shown that 
girls tend to perform better in balancing tasks (Engel-Yeger, Rosenblum, & Josman, 2010; 
Gabbard, 1996), whereas boys are generally known as more proficient than females in object-
control skill performance (Ehl, Roberton, & Langendorfer, 2005; Hardy et al., 2010; Hume et 
al., 2008; Runion, Roberton, & Langendorfer, 2003; van Beurden, Zask, Barnett, & Dietrich, 
2002). In locomotor skill performance, there are contradictory results, while some studies 
report no gender differences (Hume et al., 2008; van Beurden et al., 2002); others report boys 
(Cratty, 1986; Keogh & Sugden, 1985) or girls (Hardy et al., 2010; van Beurden et al., 2002) 
as more proficient. 
In a study with German children aged 6-9 years old, Graf et al. (2004) found that boys 
showed an overall MC significantly better than the girls. Vandorpe et al. (2011), aiming to 
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produce gender- and age-specific reference values for the gross MC of Flemish children 
between 6 and 12 years old, reported a significant gender difference for the subtests walking 
backwards and hopping for height; on balance, girls scored significantly better than boys for 
all but one age group (9 years old); on the hopping task, boys outscored the girls in every age 
group; however, those differences were only significant at ages 7, 8, 9 and 10 years; neither 
gender of all ages scored significantly different on moving sideways and jumping sideways.  
Regarding age, it is well established that with increasing age, a gradual improvement 
in gross MC occurs; this improvement in MC is acknowledged as a general phenomenon 
during child development (Arceneaux, Hill, Chamberlin, & Dean, 1997; Chow, Hsu, 
Henderson, Barnett, & Lo, 2006). Vandorpe et al. (2011) in a study of Belgian children aged 
6-11 years found that each age group scored significantly better than their one-year-younger 
counterparts on overall MC. 
Indicators of socioeconomic status vary among studies (e.g., income, parental 
education and occupation, and neighbourhood of residence); therefore, results are not 
necessarily consistent across studies in school-age children. Nevertheless, there is some 
evidence which suggests socioeconomic status was positively associated with FMS among 
girls (Booth et al., 1999; Okely & Booth, 2004), and children from non-English-speaking 
backgrounds had lower levels of FMS mastery (Booth et al., 1997; Booth et al., 2006). Hardy 
et al. (2010) in 425 Australian preschool children found no significant differences in mastery 
of individual FMS according to socioeconomic status or language background among 
children, except in the hop test for boys. A higher proportion of boys from middle/high 
socioeconomic status demonstrated mastery of the hop compared with low socioeconomic 
status boys and boys from non-English-speaking backgrounds, compared with boys from an 
English-speaking background. Results in German and Flemish children were however 
equivocal, since one study noted no significant association between MC and socioeconomic 
status (Ahnert, 2005), while two reported lower levels of MC among children from low 
socioeconomic status families (Prätorius & Milani, 2004; Vandendriessche, Vandorpe, et al., 
2012) 
Lately, there has been increasing interest in the relationships between MC and health-
related behaviours and outcomes. Indeed, a recent review (Lubans et al., 2010) of the 
relationship between MC and health benefits in children and adolescents indicated that MC 
levels are inversely correlated with weight status but positively correlated with PA, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, and perceived physical competence in both cross-sectional and 
longitudinal data. Another systematic review of literature conducted to synthesize the recent 
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available data on physical fitness and PA in children with DCD, body composition, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, muscle strength and endurance, anaerobic capacity, power, and PA 
reveals that all have been negatively associated, to various degrees, with poor motor 
proficiency (Rivilis et al., 2011). 
In recent years, a growing issue of interest has been the physical health of children 
with motor skill performance, particularly in children who face unusual difficulties in 
performing motor skills, despite not having identifiable neurological or sensory problems and 
their being of normal intelligence (Venetsanou et al., 2011). These children are said to suffer 
from DCD.  
DCD is considered to be one of the major health problems among school-aged 
children worldwide (Cairney, Hay, Faught, Mandigo, & Flouris, 2005; Cairney, Hay, Faught, 
& Hawes, 2005; J. Cairney, J. A. Hay, B. E. Faught, T. J. Wade, et al., 2005; Henderson & 
Henderson, 2002; Polatajko & Cantin, 2006). DCD is defined, using the DSM-IV, as a 
condition marked by a significant impairment in the development of MC, which interferes 
with AA and/or activities of daily living. These difficulties are not due to a general medical 
condition (psychiatric, neurological, or other medical condition) (APA, 1994, 2000). DCD is 
a neurodevelopmental condition thought to affect a range from 1.4% to 19% in school-aged 
children (APA, 1994, 2000; Kadesjo & Gillberg, 1999; Lingam, Hunt, Golding, Jongmans, & 
Emond, 2009; Tsiotra et al., 2006; Wright & Sugden, 1996). However, agreement on the 
approximate prevalence is not universal. Although standardized assessments of motor 
problems have enabled researchers to consistently identify children with poor motor skills, 
the promotion of the 5% prevalence estimate has led to a somewhat tautological use of the 5th 
percentile on these assessments as the cut-point for significant motor impairment (Cairney, 
Veldhuizen, & Szatmari, 2010). 
In 1994, an international group of experts agreed to adopt the label ‘developmental 
coordination disorder’ to describe poor motor performance of unknown cause (APA, 1994). 
Research conducted in the past decade has provided evidence that children with DCD are 
demonstrated to be heavier (Cairney, Hay, Veldhuizen, Missiuna, Mahlberg, et al., 2010), 
less participant in PA (Rivilis et al., 2011), and less fit (Cairney, Hay, Veldhuizen, & Faught, 
2010; Cairney, Hay, Faught, Flouris, & Klentrou, 2007; Cairney, Hay, Wade, Faught, & 
Flouris, 2006) than their normal-developed peers. In addition, they have poor AA (Losse et 
al., 1991), low self-esteem (Hay & Missiuna, 1998), poor social competence (Bouffard, 
Watkinson, Thompson, Causgrove Dunn, & Romanow, 1996) and are at risk of long-term 
psychological morbidity and educational failure (Lingam et al., 2009). Furthermore, they 
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reported diminished perceptions of athletic competence, low levels of peer acceptance (J.  
Cairney et al., 2005; Cantell, Smyth, & Ahonen, 1994), greater anxiety than typically 
developed peers when faced with movement challenges (Rose, Larkin, & Berger, 1994; 
Skinner & Piek, 2001), and avoidance of PA (Bouffard et al., 1996). 
Since this disorder can have various adverse effects on a child’s life, it is important to 
emphasise early identification and intervention of young children suspect of, or at risk of, 
having DCD. Therefore, early identification can lead to education, guidance and 
encouragement to engage in typical childhood activities and hence decrease the risk of 
reduced self-esteem, self-efficacy and social participation (Missiuna, Rivard, & Bartlett, 
2003). Early identification and intervention is both cheaper and more effective than therapy at 
an older age, narrowing (and in some cases minimizing) problems that associate with 
developmental delays (Berk & DeGangri, 1979; McIntosh, Gibney, Quinn, & Kundert, 
2000). Moreover, planning, implementation, and evaluation of developmentally adequate 
movement programs depend on proper diagnosis of the child’s level of motor development 
(Zimmer & Cicurs, 1993). Ultimately, the identification of children that may have 
developmental delays is the first step to impede later difficulties (Venetsanou, Kambas, 
Aggeloussis, Fatouros, & Taxildaris, 2009). 
In this context, the main purpose of an MC test should not be only to measure 
performance of skills but rather the general traits underlying them (Burton and Miller, 1998). 
Motor skill assessment can be performed using either a product or process. The 
decision of the way to measure children’s performance, each with advantages and 
disadvantages, will be guided by the purpose of the information needed for example, to 
properly cluster a group of children, to identify those at risk, to plan intervention or 
educational programs, to monitor change over time, to provide feedback to the performer or 
to predict performance in the future (Burton & Miller, 1998). 
A product-oriented assessment evaluates movement from a quantitative assessment 
approach. Product assessment is conducted in order to rate the outcome of skill execution 
such as time, distance or number of successful attempts and provides little information with 
regard to how the movement was performed (Burton & Miller, 1998). The result is generally 
compared to the performance of a normative group. The scores are converted or transformed 
into relative scores such as standard scores or percentiles. Such information allows the 
comparison of a child’s performance to their chronological peers and could be used to 
monitor children with movement difficulties or to select participants eligible for a movement 
program (Hands, 2002). The objective nature of the measures usually ensures a high level of 
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reliability over time and between assessors (Spray, 1987). Additionally, most tests can be 
done quickly and are capable of testing large groups. Because the tester does not require an 
extensive understanding of movement competencies to manage the test, this approach is 
useful for generalist teachers or professionals without a background in human movement 
(Hands & Larkin, 1998). On the other hand, the test outcomes do not inform the intervention 
or teaching program, while they do not provide direct information about the proficiency 
achieved (Branta et al., 1984). The validity of the test results depends on the appropriateness 
of the normative group for the child or group being tested. Finally, physical factors that 
impact performance such as height, weight and body composition, and differing cultural 
expectations and interests are not taken into account when interpreting the scores (Gabbard, 
1996).  
By way of contrast, process-oriented assessments are concerned with how the skill is 
performed rather than the outcome of the skill, and movement is evaluated based on the 
demonstration of behavioural criteria, which provides information of how the movement was 
performed (compared with an expert performer). For Hands (2002), the main advantages of 
qualitative assessment are that the information can be used to inform the teacher or other 
professional which specific components of a skill need to be practiced, and the assessment 
can be undertaken in a more meaningful context than quantitative methods. Observation 
records or checklists for each skill are usually generated to facilitate this assessment 
approach. The negative aspects comprise the difficulty of comparing results that have been 
gathered by different assessors. Assessors may interpret components of movement 
differently, unless intensive training has been undertaken. The inter-rater reliability is 
generally quite low. The time required to assess a large number of children is high. Further, it 
is difficult to interpret information gathered, since the results usually have no normative data 
(Burton & Miller, 1998). In addition, although these criteria comprise certain key aspects for 
a proficient performance, they do not represent the movement description on a developmental 
continuum (Stodden et al., 2008) or fully describe an instructional sequence. Ultimately, the 
use of the criterion of comparing a child to an expert performer could result in “ceiling 
effects”, make distinction between intermediate and advanced motor skill competence 
impossible, or result in “floor effects” that do not distinguish between a child with low-level 
skills and a child who is more skilled (Stodden et al., 2008). 
In order to capture the inherent advantages of both approaches, some tests include 
both quantitative and qualitative test items. The combination of approaches takes into account 
the more erratic and variable movement patterns of beginners compared to the more 
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consistent patterns of skilled performers. With the latter group, quantitative measures better 
discriminate between performers (Hands, 2002).  
There are in literature several tests of motor skill proficiency, with a concise description 
of each going beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it is of importance to appropriately 
interpret the data accounting for types of assessments used and their reliability and validity to 
the aim purposed, once researchers have questioned the generalizability of results across 
studies that use different types (or parts of a battery test) of motor assessments (Stodden et 
al., 2008). In this thesis, MC was assessed with the Körperkoordination Test für Kinder 
(KTK) (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974), a well known product-oriented test that mainly focuses 
on gross MC of both normal children without motor problems and children with motor and/or 
mental problems. The KTK test battery is described in detail in the methods section of this 
thesis. 
Regardless of how MC is assessed, evidence suggests that the development of FMS is a 
key factor in the promotion of lifelong PA.  Moreover, insufficiently developed movement 
skills have been identified as an important barrier to later participation in PA (Allender et al., 
2006). PA is defined as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that results in 
energy expenditure beyond basal metabolic rate (Caspersen et al., 1985). PA is a complex 
multifactorial behaviour that is influenced by a variety of biological, behavioural and 
environmental factors and interactions among factors (Lopes, Rodrigues, Maia, & Malina, 
2009; Sallis, Prochaska, & Taylor, 2000; Van Der Horst, Paw, Twisk, & Van Mechelen, 
2007). Children’s PA  involve a mixture of school-based activities, organised team sports and 
unstructured play (Jago, Anderson, Baranowski, & Watson, 2005). 
The importance of promoting active lifestyles from a young age is widely recognized, 
and the health benefits of regular PA are extensively acknowledged (Strong et al., 2005; 
WHO, 2010). The incorporation of PA into daily life and the achievement of recommended 
health-related levels of PA are major public health challenges. Indeed, many children and 
adolescents do not meet the current PA recommendations (Jago et al., 2005; Riddoch et al., 
2007; Strong et al., 2005). Insufficient PA negatively impacts children’s motor development 
and may affect their emotional and social development simultaneously (Huttenmoser, 1995; 
Waldron & Finn, 2005). Moreover, previous research has shown a decline in PA from 
childhood to adolescence (Goran, Gower, Nagy, & Johnson, 1998; Lopes, Vasques, Maia, & 
Ferreira, 2007), with the end of elementary school (9-11 years old) being a critical period of 
change (Goran et al., 1998; Nader, Bradley, Houts, McRitchie, & O'Brien, 2008). 
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Motor skills proficiency is sometimes described in literature as determinant (Hands et al., 
2009; Wrotniak et al., 2006), while others describe it as an outcome of PA (Haga, 2008b; 
Hands et al., 2009). If, on the one hand, we can argue that motor skills proficiency is a 
consequence of the level of PA, on the other hand, it is also reasonable to accept that without 
some level of competence in a range of motor skills, children are limited in the amount and 
range of PA they can undertake (Bouffard et al., 1996). Although it is well established in 
literature that there is a positive albeit weak to moderate relationship between PA and 
different motor skills, the direction of the association is controversial, while some cross-
sectional studies described that motor skills are related to PA in preschool (Fisher et al., 
2005; Kambas et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2008) and elementary school children (Wrotniak 
et al., 2006) and adolescents (Okely et al., 2001b). Others found positive associations 
between PA and motor skills in preschool children (Burgi et al., 2011) and in adolescents 
(Barnett et al., 2011).  
However, recent longitudinal evidence suggests that childhood object control skill 
proficiency (involving manipulation of an object, e.g., a ball) is predictive of subsequent PA 
during adolescence (Barnett, van Beurden, Morgan, Brooks, & Beard, 2009) and also that 
object control skill proficiency can be tracked from childhood to adolescence (Barnett, van 
Beurden, Morgan, Brooks, & Beard, 2010). Also in a longitudinal analysis, motor proficiency 
at age 6 was predictive of PA three years later, with significantly higher PA in the group with 
the highest motor skills (Lopes et al., 2009). Recently, Burgi et al. (2011) followed a group of 
preschoolers over 9 months and found that a higher baseline PA was predictive of improved 
motor skills at a follow-up but not vice versa, suggesting that PA enhances motor skill 
development and not the other way around.  
As these observations yield inconsistent results, more studies are needed to clarify this 
relationship. Nevertheless, Barnett et al. (2011) suggested a reverse causality. Accordingly, 
Stodden et al. (2008) have hypothesized a recursive developmental model suggesting a 
reciprocal relationship between MC and PA. The authors postulated that children with high 
motor skill proficiency will have higher levels of fitness and perceived sports competence, 
which in turn predict greater participation in PA, and vice versa (Stodden et al., 2008). In this 
model is also argued that the relationship between motor skill competence and PA will 
emerge from early to late childhood and will continue to gain strength during adolescence. 
However, the authors also theorized that with age the direction of the association may 
change; that is, during early childhood, it is PA that may develop children’s motor skill 
competence, but in middle and later childhood, the relations between both components might 
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change; thus, it is competence in motor skills that may be an important condition to engage in 
PA (Stodden et al., 2008). 
Strongly related to PA is physical fitness. Physical fitness is a set of attributes related to a 
person’s ability to perform physical activities that require aerobic fitness, endurance, strength 
or flexibility and is determined by a combination of regular activity and genetically inherited 
ability (Hussey et al., 2007). Cardiorespiratory fitness is the physical fitness component that 
has been studied most, because it is a health marker across the lifespan (Blair et al., 1989; 
Blair et al., 1996; Kodama et al., 2009; Ortega, Ruiz, Castillo, & Sjostrom, 2008). 
Cardiorespiratory fitness reflects the overall capacity of the cardiovascular and pulmonary 
systems to supply oxygen during sustained exercise, as well as the ability to perform such 
exercise (Taylor et al., 1955). Higher levels of cardiorespiratory fitness appear to delay all-
cause mortality, primarily due to decreased rates of cardiovascular disease and cancer (Blair 
et al., 1989), and provide strong and independent prognostic information about the overall 
risk of illness and death, especially related to cardiovascular causes (LaMonte & Blair, 2006). 
Cross-sectional studies indicate that high cardiorespiratory fitness during childhood and 
adolescence is associated with a favourable plasma lipid profile (Mesa et al., 2006), total and 
central body fat (Ortega et al., 2007), features of the metabolic syndrome (Brage et al., 2004), 
novel cardiovascular disease risk factors (Ruiz et al., 2007), and arterial compliance (Reed et 
al., 2005). Longitudinal studies also suggest that higher cardiorespiratory fitness during 
childhood and adolescence is associated with a healthier cardiovascular profile later in life 
(Ruiz et al., 2009).   
Despite the overwhelming evidence demonstrating that higher or improved physical 
fitness, including cardiorespiratory fitness, is associated with improved health in children and 
youth (Anderssen et al., 2007; Ekelund et al., 2007; Janssen, 2007; Strong et al., 2005), there 
is increasing evidence suggesting that the aerobic fitness performance of children is declining 
(Tomkinson & Olds, 2007). Furthermore, cardiorespiratory fitness tends to be tracked 
moderately from childhood to adulthood (Malina, 1996, 2001). 
A recent review analysed the relations between cardiorespiratory fitness and MC in 
children. From the 19 studies provided, 18 of these studies reported that children with poor 
MC (DCD) demonstrated decreased aerobic power compared to their typically developing 
peers in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies (Rivilis et al., 2011). 
Therefore, children with MC problems are at greater risk for lower aerobic fitness than 
typically developing children (Cairney, Hay, Veldhuizen, & Faught, 2010). Given the 
importance of cardiorespiratory fitness, from a public health perspective, these results may 
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hold implications for children’s general development, health and well-being (Faught, Hay, 
Cairney, & Flouris, 2005; Haga, 2009; Tomkinson & Olds, 2007; Vandendriessche et al., 
2011). 
Current efforts to increase youth’s PA have had limited success, with effective changes 
achieved only in smaller sub-groups or in the short term (Kipping, Jago, & Lawlor, 2008; van 
Sluijs, McMinn, & Griffin, 2007). One reason for this relative lack of success could be that 
most of the public health efforts to promote active lifestyles have focused mainly on PA and 
have paid little attention to the growing evidence that indicates that SB is a distinct health-
related behaviour (Tremblay, Leblanc, Kho, et al., 2011). Additionally, neither interventions 
in PA or SB target improvements in MC (Salmon et al., 2005), and indicators of MC have not 
been systematically included in studies that consider correlates of PA (Lopes, Maia, 
Rodrigues, & Malina, 2011) or SB. 
SB is defined as any activity that does not increase energy expenditure substantially 
above the resting level (less than 1.5 METs), such as sleeping, sitting, lying down, or 
watching television or other forms of screen-based entertainment (Pate, O'Neill, & Lobelo, 
2008). In light of recent research, lack of PA is only one part of the public health problem, 
since various types of SB may occur through different behavioural mechanisms (Owen, 
Leslie, Salmon, & Fotheringham, 2000), have different determinants (Gordon-Larsen, 
McMurray, & Popkin, 2000), track differentially (Gordon-Larsen, Nelson, & Popkin, 2004), 
and have a distinct range of potentially adverse health consequences (Tremblay, Esliger, 
Tremblay, & Colley, 2007) independent of PA. Additionally, SB shows moderate stability 
during childhood and adolescence (Janz, Burns, & Levy, 2005). 
In children and adolescents, self-reported leisure-time SB such as overall screen time 
(i.e., TV viewing, videogames, computer use) has commonly been studied; however, while 
these activities may represent a substantial portion of the time spent in total SB, they do not 
represent the total amount of everyday sedentary time. In this regard, as has been argued for 
PA (Ruiz & Ortega, 2009), objectively measuring total sedentary time by using devices such 
as accelerometers, may offer particular advantages, since these devices do not rely on subject 
recall and may capture the entire daily patterns of both PA and SB.  
The negative effects of sedentary lifestyles on children’s health and health-related 
behaviours and outcomes are a source of concern. Some studies have shown that children 
spend significant proportions of their waking time being sedentary between 50% and 80% 
(Colley et al., 2011; Martinez-Gomez et al., 2011; Matthews et al., 2008) and as a result may 
be at risk of detrimental health outcomes (Hinkley, Salmon, Okely, & Trost, 2010). Mounting 
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evidence has suggested recently that time spent in SB is associated with adverse health 
outcomes, an association that may be independent of the protective contributions of PA, as it 
remained significant after adjustments (van Uffelen et al., 2010). In a recent review of SB and 
health indicators in school-aged children and youth, the authors concluded that spending 
more than two hours per day being sedentary was associated with unfavourable body 
composition, decreased fitness, lowered scores for self-esteem and pro-social behaviour, and 
decreased AA (Tremblay, Leblanc, Kho, et al., 2011). 
Literature has paid little attention to the relationship between SB and MC (two studies 
reported no association) (Cliff, Okely, Smith, & McKeen, 2009; Graf et al., 2004), while the 
other two reported a negative association (Williams et al., 2008; Wrotniak et al., 2006), 
leaving the following questions unanswered: (i) Does SB predict MC and, if so, (ii) does this 
predictive relationship remain after considering the levels of PA that children undertake? 
Recent studies have focused on understanding the relationships between MC and health-
related behaviours and outcomes. Indeed, a recent systematic review identified eight potential 
benefits of MC: global self-concept, perceived physical competence, cardiorespiratory 
fitness, muscular fitness, weight status, flexibility, PA, and reduced SB (Lubans et al., 2010).  
In the Stodden et al. (2008)  model, the authors postulated that children with high motor 
skill proficiency will have higher levels of fitness and perceived sports competence, which in 
turn predict greater participation in PA and vice-versa. However, in this model, as in the 
general literature, the SB appears to be defined as the inverse of PA (i.e., insufficient levels of 
PA), instead of being considered as an independent behaviour. In fact, we only found four 
studies in literature linking SB to MC (Cliff et al., 2009; Graf et al., 2004; Williams et al., 
2008; Wrotniak et al., 2006), and only three of them (Cliff et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2008; 
Wrotniak et al., 2006) were performed using objective measures. However, in those studies 
the relationship between PA and motor skills did not take into account the possible 
confounding effect of SB, and the associations between SB and motor skills were not 
adjusted for the influence of PA. PAPER I of this thesis attempts to push forward the 
literature on this subject by analysing associations between objectively measured SB and 
MC, taking into account PA levels in elementary school children. 
Therefore, to establish healthy lifestyles from a young age, actions aiming to address the 
current inactivity crisis should attempt to both increase PA levels and decrease SB 
(Tremblay, Leblanc, Kho, et al., 2011). Indeed, the necessity for public health 
recommendations targeting SB has already been suggested (Hojbjerre et al., 2010). Based on 
the mounting evidence of the health-related benefits of low SB, the Canadian Society for 
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Exercise Physiology, in partnership with the Healthy Active Living and Obesity Research 
Group at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario Research Institute, recently launched the 
Canadian Sedentary Behaviour Guidelines, which extend the American Academy of 
Paediatrics’ guidelines for screen time (Education, 2001) to include transportation, sitting 
time, and time spent indoors. These guidelines suggest that for health benefits, children and 
adolescents should minimize the time they spend being sedentary each day by limiting 
recreational screen time to no more than two hours per day (lower levels are associated with 
additional health benefits) as well as limiting sedentary (motorized) transport, extended 
sitting time, and time spent indoors throughout the day (Tremblay, Leblanc, Janssen, et al., 
2011); however, recommendations regarding limits on total time per day spent in sedentary 
activities are still lacking. Indeed, only a few studies have addressed links between total SB 
time and health outcomes in children and adolescents (Martinez-Gomez et al., 2011). 
Closely linked to PA and SB is obesity. Childhood and adolescent obesity became an 
important public health problem, as its prevalence has increased significantly over the past 
years in several countries (Wang & Lobstein, 2006). Obesity is associated with a range of 
adverse health impacts, including metabolic, orthopaedic, cardiovascular, psychological, 
neurological, hepatic, pulmonary, gastroenterological and renal impairments (Daniels et al., 
2005; Lobstein et al., 2004). The causes are multifactorial, and its development results from 
genetic and environmental factors to a variety of metabolic, behavioural, social and cultural 
interactions (Claessens, Beunen, & Malina, 2000; Dietz & Gortmaker, 2001). Although the 
relative importance of specific risk factors are not ordinarily specified at the level of the 
individual and population, a decline in PA, an increase in SB (Nelson et al., 2006; Sallis et 
al., 2000) and an excessive energy intake are often considered as primary mechanisms 
contributing to a potentially unhealthy weight gain and in turn to overweight and obesity 
(Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011). Additionally, the physical, social and emotional consequences of 
obesity may be evident in childhood and may persist into adult life (Dietz, 1998), as it is 
known that childhood obesity is tracked into adulthood (Magarey, Daniels, Boulton, & 
Cockington, 2003; Whitaker, Wright, Pepe, Seidel, & Dietz, 1997). Thus, identification of 
children at risk of developing overweight/obesity and its complications is essential, so that 
prevention and treatment strategies may be implemented early in life (Daniels et al., 2005).  
Parental acknowledgment of a child’s excess weight and an understanding of its 
health consequences are crucial primary steps in tackling obesity (Jeffery, Voss, Metcalf, 
Alba, & Wilkin, 2005). Indeed, it is supposed that those who correctly recognize their child’s 
weight status and show concern may be more likely to act accordingly by setting up 
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appropriate health behaviour changes (West et al., 2008). However, parents often do not 
accurately perceive their children’s weight status, report low levels of concern, and are not 
aware of the health risks associated with excess fat accumulation (Baughcum, Chamberlin, 
Deeks, Powers, & Whitaker, 2000; Carnell, Edwards, Croker, Boniface, & Wardle, 2005; 
Eckstein et al., 2006; Jeffery et al., 2005; Maynard, Galuska, Blanck, & Serdula, 2003; Wake, 
Salmon, Waters, Wright, & Hesketh, 2002).  
Parents play a key role for successful obesity-prevention interventions (Snethen, 
Broome, & Cashin, 2006), and they should be involved in such interventions for three main 
reasons: (i) Obesity runs in the family, and it is improbably a successful intervention if other 
family members will not cooperate with the intervention’s goals; (ii) parents are a child’s 
models that support the acquisition and maintenance of exercise and eating behaviours; (iii) it 
is necessary to teach parents specific behaviour-change strategies (Epstein, 1996). 
Interventions for prevention and treatment should work directly with parents from the very 
earliest stages of child development and growth (Lindsay, Sussner, Kim, & Gortmaker, 
2006). Effective interventions require multifaceted strategies (Lindsay et al., 2006), including 
behaviour skills, behaviour change, and parental involvement to support healthy diet and 
nutrition and to increase PA (Snethen et al., 2006).  
Literature on parental perceptions of children’s weight status reports high rates of 
parental misperceptions (Eckstein et al., 2006; Maynard et al., 2003) and indicates that 
mothers are more likely than fathers to correctly assess their child’s weight (Jeffery et al., 
2005). It also states that older children are more likely to be accurately classified than 
younger ones (Campbell, Williams, Hampton, & Wake, 2006; Maynard et al., 2003). Results 
for socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity, and gender are contradictory (Baughcum et al., 
2000; Carnell et al., 2005; Jeffery et al., 2005; Maynard et al., 2003; West et al., 2008). 
However, most of the research in this field has been carried out in the United States, 
Australia, and the United Kingdom; consequently, studies in other populations with different 
social and cultural backgrounds are necessary in order to understand if the associations found 
in those countries can be generalized.  
In Portugal, about one third of children and adolescents are overweight or obese 
(Sardinha, Santos, Vale, Silva, et al., 2011), which emphasizes the need for a large variety of 
strategies to fight this epidemic. Knowing how Portuguese mothers view their children’s 
weight status is an important step for intervention programs, an idea explored in PAPER II of 
this thesis.  
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In the Stodden et al. (2008) model, it is also suggested that obesity trajectories may be 
triggered by the cumulative effects that lower levels of motor proficiency have on reducing 
movement opportunities, physical fitness, and perceived physical competence during 
childhood. Overall, low motor proficiency will result in unsuccessful participation in 
movement play activities and/or sports in middle to late childhood, thus leading to a negative 
spiral of disengagement from an active lifestyle. Accordingly, the model proposes that motor 
proficiency levels will eventually lead to positive or negative obesity trajectories over time, 
as the recursive nature of the model effects compound over time. 
It is reasonably well established in literature that there is an inverse association 
between adiposity and MC (D'Hondt et al., 2011; Graf et al., 2004; Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011; 
Lopes, Stodden, et al., 2011; Okely et al., 2004). Indeed, a recent review (Lubans et al., 2010) 
on the relationships between MC and health benefits in children and adolescents indicated 
that MC levels are inversely correlated with weight status both in cross-sectional and 
longitudinal studies. In this review, weight status was negatively correlated with MC in six of 
nine studies, with the remaining three demonstrating no relationship (Lubans et al., 2010). 
Rivilis et al. (2011), in a recent systematic review, concluded that an adverse body 
composition was associated with poor motor proficiency, regardless of the measure of 
adiposity considered. 
However, overweight and obesity measurement issues may potentially play a role in 
obscuring the relationship between body composition and MC (Rivilis et al., 2011). There are 
some sophisticated methods to accurately measure body fat, such as computed axial 
tomography or dual-energy X-ray absorptiometric densitometry; however, such techniques 
are not feasible to apply in large epidemiological studies or even in clinical settings, because 
they are complex, time consuming and expensive. 
Body fat percentage measurement techniques have been developed and validated for 
children; however, it has been used rarely in literature regarding the relationship between 
adiposity and MC. The existing studies have found significant associations between body fat 
percentage and MC, whether using skin folds (Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011), bioelectric 
impedance (J. Cairney, J. A. Hay, B. E. Faught, & R. Hawes, 2005) or whole-body air 
displacement plethysmography (Silman, Cairney, Hay, Klentrou, & Faught, 2011) methods. 
Using bioelectric impedance, Cairney et al. (2005) also found that children with poor MC had 
greater body weight and body fat compared to their normal MC peers. Certainly, bioelectric 
impedance is an appealing tool for assessing body composition due to its simplicity, 
painlessness, non-invasiveness and increasing low cost, making it highly suitable for survey 
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and clinical use, particularly in school-age children (Wright et al., 2008). However, the 
resulting estimates of fat and fat-free mass actually agree poorly with more accurate methods, 
tending to be both biased and imprecise (Eisenmann, Heelan, & Welk, 2004).  
Several anthropometric measures have been used in literature on associations between 
MC and adiposity, with the most common being the body mass index (BMI) (Lubans et al., 
2010; Rivilis et al., 2011).  D’Hondt et al. (2011), in a cross-sectional study with 954 Flemish 
primary school children stratified, found that less than 20% of healthy-weight participants 
was identified as being motor impaired, while that proportion increased to 43.3% and up to 
70.8% in children with a BMI considered as overweight and obese, respectively. However, 
BMI is a suboptimal marker of body fat, because it does not distinguish fat from lean tissue 
or bone, and therefore classifying people as overweight or obese based on their BMI may 
lead to significant misclassification. Moreover, BMI is not a suitable method to assess body 
fat distribution (Brambilla et al., 2006), and it has been suggested that BMI may be a less-
sensitive indicator of fat in children and adolescents than waist circumference or waist-to-
height ratio (Brambilla et al., 2006).  
Waist circumference is a simple, effective and inexpensive anthropometric tool to 
measure abdominal adiposity and related metabolic risks in children of different ethnicities 
(Brambilla et al., 2006; Lee, Bacha, Gungor, & Arslanian, 2006). Abdominal obesity seems 
to reflect intra-abdominal fat, including visceral adipose tissue (Clasey et al., 1999), and it is 
known that increased visceral adipose tissue is strongly correlated with cardiovascular 
disease risk factors (Soto Gonzalez et al., 2007). During childhood and adolescence, it is 
known that abdominal obesity is an important predictor for several cardiovascular disease 
risk factors (Moreno et al., 2002; Savva et al., 2000). For children and adolescents, there are 
no internationally accepted cut-off values for waist circumference; however, waist 
circumference centile charts have been developed for children and adolescents in some 
countries (Eisenmann, 2005; Fernandez, Redden, Pietrobelli, & Allison, 2004; Katzmarzyk, 
2004; McCarthy, Jarrett, & Crawley, 2001). Faught et al. (2005), in a cross-sectional study 
with 571 elementary school students, found an association between poor MC with increased 
body fat and low cardio-respiratory fitness (PA was a significant mediator for both 
relationships). These authors concluded that poor MC is related to factors associated with 
increased risk for coronary vascular disease, including decreased cardiorespiratory fitness and 
increased body fat through the mediating influence of PA in children. 
Waist-to-height ratio has been proposed as a convenient alternative measurement to 
assess central fatness in children (Savva et al., 2000). Similar to waist circumference, waist-
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to-height ratio has been shown to be strongly correlated with abdominal fat measured using 
imaging techniques (Soto Gonzalez et al., 2007). Correcting waist circumference to height 
may obviate the need for age-, sex- and ethnic-related reference values (Ashwell & Hsieh, 
2005), while waist circumference requires population-specific cut-off values (WHO, 2000). 
Nevertheless, the gap that remains in literature is the ability of the different measures of 
weight status/adiposity to predict low MC, a research question explored in PAPER III of this 
thesis. 
Besides health, academic success is an outcome most parents and schools prioritize 
and strive to help their children accomplish. AA can be accessed by direct indicators (grade 
point averages, scores on standardized tests, and grades in specific courses) or by indirect 
indicators (measurements of concentration, memory and classroom behaviour) (Strong et al., 
2005). 
The association between PA and AA in school-age children has received increased 
interest as of late. Most studies support the idea that children who are more physically active 
are more likely to achieve better academic results (Carlson et al., 2008; Coe, Pivarnik, 
Womack, Reeves, & Malina, 2006; Fox, Barr-Anderson, Neumark-Sztainer, & Wall, 2010; 
Hillman, Erickson, & Kramer, 2008; Kwak et al., 2009; Reed et al., 2010; Ruiz et al., 2010a; 
Strong et al., 2005; Taras, 2005; Trudeau & Shephard, 2008); however, no such relation was 
found in some studies (Ahamed et al., 2007; Carlson et al., 2008; Coe et al., 2006; Kwak et 
al., 2009; Sigfusdottir, Kristjansson, & Allegrante, 2007). Possible reasons for these mixed 
results may lie in the nature of the study. Variables include how PA was assessed (objective 
or self-reported), how AA was measured (direct or indirect indicators), whether results were 
controlled for socioeconomic status (Kwak et al., 2009; Trudeau & Shephard, 2008) and 
whether distinction was made among intensity levels of PA (Carlson et al., 2008; Coe et al., 
2006; Kwak et al., 2009). 
The discussion about a possible association between MC and AA has recently 
remerged. Studies suggest that neuronal structures (in the cerebellum and the frontal lobe) are 
responsible for coordination as well for cognition (Serrien, Ivry, & Swinnen, 2006), and that 
both functions seem to follow a similar developmental timetable with an accelerated 
development between 5 and 10 years of age (Anderson, 2002; Gabbard, 2008). Recent 
research also indicates that children’s development domains (motor, reading, and 
mathematics skills) are intercorrelated and cannot be separated (Smith et al., 1999; Son & 
Meisels, 2006); thus, it is the whole child that needs attention (Bowman et al., 2001). There is 
also evidence that working memory capacity and visual perceptual ability limit children’s AA 
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(Alloway, 2007; Alloway & Alloway, 2010; Sortor & Kulp, 2003). Besides, one cross-
sectional and longitudinal study found that higher baseline motor skills (agility and dynamic 
balance) were related to better spatial working memory and/or baseline attention as well as 
their future improvements over the following nine months (only no association was found 
between dynamic balance and attention) (Niederer et al., 2011). Indeed, children with DCD 
tend to perform poorly in literacy and numeracy assessments (Alloway, 2007), while fine MC 
was found to positively correlate with AA (Sortor & Kulp, 2003); children with learning 
disabilities scored poorer in gross MC tests (both locomotor and object-control) (Westendorp, 
Hartman, Houwen, Smith, & Visscher, 2011). Additionally, other cross-sectional (Knight & 
Rizzuto, 1993; Nourbakhsh, 2006; Planinsec, 2002) and interventional studies (Budde, 
Voelcker-Rehage, Pietrabyk-Kendziorra, Ribeiro, & Tidow, 2008; Ericsson, 2008; Uhrich & 
Swalm, 2007) have shown that improved motor skill levels may be positively related to 
improvements in AA or other cognitive variables. Furthermore, longitudinal studies in 
preschool children found a relationship between early motor development and later cognitive 
function (Piek et al., 2008; Son & Meisels, 2006), suggesting that early assessment of school 
motor skills may increase the predictability of later achievement and the probability of 
identifying children at risk for school failure. The authors also concluded that well-developed 
gross motor skills are important to facilitate children’s cognitive development (Piek et al., 
2008; Son & Meisels, 2006). 
There are potential biological, psychological, and social mechanisms that may help 
explain this relationship. Coordinative exercise involves an activation of the cerebellum, 
which influences motor functions (Gao et al., 1996) as well as attention (Courchesne et al., 
1994), working memory (Klingberg, Kawashima, & Roland, 1996), and verbal learning and 
memory (Andreasen et al., 1995). Additionally, the frontal lobes play an important role in 
mediating both MC (Hernandez et al., 2002) and cognitive functions (Miller & Cohen, 2001). 
An interventional study performed by Budde et al. (2008) aiming to investigate the effect of 
10 minutes of physical exercise (coordination exercises vs. non-specific physical education 
lessons) on concentration and attention performance in a school setting, revealed enhanced 
attention and concentration performance in both groups, with significantly higher 
enhancement in the group that performed coordination exercises. Furthermore, they suggest 
that coordination exercises lead to a facilitation of neuronal networks that results in a pre-
activation of cortical activities that are responsible for cognitive functions such as attention 
(Budde et al., 2008).  
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Better MC results may reflect better overall health, as has been suggested in the case 
of physical fitness (Chomitz et al., 2009) (i.e., better nutrition, more PA and healthier weight 
status), and good health may contribute positively to AA. As literature points out, high levels 
of motor competence/skill are positively associated with PA (Wrotniak et al., 2006). 
Cognitive facilitation by PA is presumably attributable to a direct improvement in cerebral 
circulation (of glucose, oxygen, and energetic substances) and the alteration of 
neurotransmitter actions in the central nervous system (acetycholine, dopamine, 
norepinephrine, epinephrine, adrenocorticotropic hormone and vasopressin) (Kashihara, 
Maruyama, Murota, & Nakahara, 2009). Taras (2005) indicates that PA increases blood flow 
to the brain and raises the levels of hormones (norepinephrine and endorphins) that reduce 
stress, improve mood, and induce a calming effect after exercise, possibly leading to an 
improvement in AA. Shephard (1996) has also suggested that increased PA may induce 
arousal and reduce boredom, leading to increased attention span and better concentration. 
Additionally, PA may increase feelings of self efficacy and self-esteem, which can improve 
class behaviour as well as AA. Furthermore, it is assumed that children who participate in 
PA, that promotes cooperation, sharing, and rule-following, learn skills that transfer to 
classroom settings (Taras, 2005).  
Given the importance of assessment and evaluation in the education and health fields 
and the pressures that educational agents are under to achieve academic success for all 
students, indicators of educational achievement, health, and functional status may allow 
educators and policy makers to make more informed decisions (Lloyd, Colley, & Tremblay, 
2010). Therefore, understanding the relationship between MC and AA is important for 
ensuring the appropriate assignment of resources as well as the implementation of programs 
to develop children’s health-related behaviours. 
Despite these findings, until now, to the best of our knowledge, no study has 
addressed the association between gross MC and direct/objective indicators for AA, namely 
scores on standardized tests for elementary school-age children, as assessed in PAPER IV of 
this thesis.  
In summary, understanding the role of motor coordination in children’s health-related 
behaviours and cognitive outcomes, namely whether or not SB is related to MC, how mothers 
perceived their offspring’s weight status and which measure of adiposity best predicts MC, 
and whether or not MC can predict AA in elementary school-age children may provide useful 
information to public health policy makers and practitioners in the fields of education, health 
and motor behaviour for the prevention or reduction of the burden of MC impairment. 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Methods 
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The schools’ directors and children’s parents/guardians received verbal and written 
description of the study and signed a written informed consent form. The protocol and 
procedures employed followed the Helsinki Declaration for Investigation in Human Subjects 
and were approved by the Curricular Development and Innovation Division (Portuguese 
Ministry of Education) and by the University’s Ethics Committee.  
All data was collected during regularly scheduled physical education classes by 2 
assessors in full time. This graduated physical education professionals received specific 
training and had already participated in previous data collection. The assessors were helped 
by the physical education teachers. 
The instruments used to perform this thesis were all validated and feasible in previous 
investigations published and were selected taking in account the aims purposed; the human, 
equipment and financial resources available; timeline disposed. The instruments 
characteristics and the description are in the methods section.  
 
3.1 Study Design and Sampling 
 
Data for the present study was derived from the Bracara Study aimed to evaluate the 
relations between Motor Coordination, Physical Activity, Physical Fitness, Body 
Composition, Academic Achievement, and Health Behaviors among elementary school 
children. The Bracara Study was conducted in a middle city located in the north of Portugal 
during the 2009/2010 academic year (September to June). All 21 public elementary schools 
in the city that qualified as urban (according to the Municipal Administration Registry) were 
considered and invited to participate in this study, corresponding to 846 children enrolling in 
the fourth grade; two schools decided not to take part in this study, corresponding to 90 
children; six schools could not be evaluated on time to take part in this study, corresponding 
to 130 children; 30 children who failed the inclusion criteria (having a mental and/or physical 
disability or a health condition that did not allow them to participate in physical education 
classes) or had missing information on the variables of interest were excluded from this 
analysis. Therefore, the final sample included 13 urban public elementary schools, and 596 
participants (281 girls) aged 9-12 years old (paper III and paper IV). 
 
For Paper I - From the final sample (596 participants) due to temporal and material 
restrictions (accelerometers available) 383 children did not wear the accelerometer. However, 
drop out analysis showed that the 383 missing children had a similar mean values for height, 
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waist circumference, WHtR and mother’s education (data not showed). Therefore, the final 
sample included 213 participants (110 girls) aged 9-10 years old. 
 
For Paper II - 596 questionnaires were sent out and 499 were returned (83.7% response rate). 
Drop out analysis showed that the missing 16.3% of children had a BMI that was no different 
from that of those included (mean BMI for excluded 19.01 ± 3.86 vs mean BMI for included 
18.50 ± 3.10, p=0.122). Therefore, final sample included 499 participants (236 girls; 47.3%), 
aged 9-12 years old. 
 
3.2 Measures 
 
3.2.1 Sociodemographic Measures  
Each child’s date of birth, gender, and socioeconomic status was extracted from the 
schools’ administrative record systems. The socioeconomic status records used by the 
Portuguese Ministry of Education are based on annual family income: children may be 
eligible for benefit A, eligible for benefit B, or not eligible. These categories were used as a 
proxy measurement of family socioeconomic status (Education, 2009). According to the 
Portuguese Ministry of Education, those eligible for benefit A receive books, school supplies, 
and meals for free; those eligible for benefit B receive 50 % of the books required and a 50% 
discount on meals. The questionnaire also included a question about mother’s educational 
level and was also used as a measure of socioeconomic status. Mother´s were categorised 
according to the Portuguese Education Level: Low (mandatory education – 9 school years); 
Medium (secondary education – 12 school years); and High (college or university degree). 
 
3.2.2 Children’s weight status  
Stature and body mass were measured using a stadiometer (Seca 220) and a scale (Tanita 
TBF-300) according to standardized procedures while the child was wearing light clothing 
without shoes. Values were recorded to the nearest 0.1 cm and 100 g, respectively.  Body 
mass index (BMI) was calculated as body weight (kg), divided by height (m), squared. 
Weight status was determined according to the International Obesity Task Force (Cole, 
Bellizzi, Flegal, & Dietz, 2000; Cole, Flegal, Nicholls, & Jackson, 2007) cut-offs for BMI: 
underweight, normal weight, overweight, and obese. The overweight and obese categories 
were combined. Waist circumference measurements was taken as described by Lohman 
(Lohman, Roche, & Martorell, 1991).The waist and height were used to compute the WHtR. 
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Previous analyses (data not showed) showed that WHtR explain better MC than body mass 
index, fat mass percentage or waist circumference (R2 – 0.22 for girls e 0.20 for boys) (Paper 
IV). 
 
3.2.3 Maternal perceptions of weight status 
A questionnaire was distributed to parents for assessing general child and parental health 
variables, divided in three sections: The first section collected information related to the 
child; the second section was related to parental characterization; and the third section 
addressed parental physical activity. For this study, only the mothers’ perceptions of their 
child’s weight status and the mothers’ self-reported height and weight were used. The 
mother’s appraisal of her child’s weight was assessed with the question: “How would you 
describe your child´s weight at the moment? (underweight, normal weight, overweight or 
obese).”.  
 
3.2.4 Mother’s weight status 
The mothers’ height and weight were assessed by the upper mentioned questionnaire and 
BMI was then calculated and defined according to the World Health Organization (2000) cut 
off points (WHO, 2000).  
 
3.2.5 Motor Coordination 
MC was evaluated with the body coordination test, Körperkoordination Test für 
Kinder (KTK), developed for German children (aged 5-15 years) (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). 
The KTK battery has four items:  
Balance: the child walks backward on three balance beams each 3 m in length, 5 cm 
in height, but with decreasing widths of 6, 4.5 and 3 cm. The child has three attempts at each 
beam; the number of successful steps is recorded; a maximum of 24 steps (eight per trial) 
were counted for each balance beam, which comprises a maximum of 72 steps.  
Jumping laterally: the child makes consecutive jumps from side to side over a small 
beam (60 cm x 4 cm x 2 cm) as quickly as possible for 15 s. The child is instructed to keep 
his/her feet together; the number of correct jumps in two trials was summed.  
Hopping on one leg over an obstacle: the child was instructed to hop on one foot at a 
time over a stack of foam blocks after a short run-up. After a successful hop with each foot 
(the child clears the block without touching it and continues to hop on the same foot at least 
two times), the height was increased by adding a block (50 cm x 20 cm x 5 cm). The child 
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had three attempts at each height and on each foot; three, two or one point(s) was/were 
awarded for a successful performance on the first, second or third trial, respectively; a 
maximum of 39 points (12 stacks blocks) could be scored for each leg (maximum score 78). 
Shifting platforms: the child begins by standing with both feet on one platform (25 cm 
x 25 cm x 2 cm) supported on four legs, 3.7cm in height and holding a second identical 
platform in his/her hands; the child is then instructed to place the second platform alongside 
the first and to step on to it; the first box is then lifted and placed alongside the second and 
the child steps on to it; the sequence continues for 20 s. Each successful transfer from one 
platform to the next earns two points (one for shifting the platform, the other for transferring 
the body); the number of points in 20 s is recorded and summed for two trials. If the child 
falls off in the process, he/she simply gets back on to the platform and continues the test.  
Although some of the items in the KTK appear to measure specific components of 
motor performance, e.g., dynamic balance, speed and agility, balance and power, the four 
tests were loaded in a single factor when analyzed with other items (Kiphard & Schiling, 
1974). Hence, the authors utilized the four items together as a global indicator of MC, the 
‘‘motor quotient.’’ Each performance item was scored relative to gender- and age-specific 
reference values for the population upon which the KTK was established. The sum of the 
standardized scores for the four items provides the motor quotient. Using the motor quotient 
children were then categorized as having: MC disorders (<70 motor quotient); MC 
insufficiency (71≤ motor quotient ≤85); normal MC (86≤ motor quotient ≤115); good MC 
(115≤ motor quotient ≤130); or very good MC (131≤ motor quotient ≤145). In a normal 
population a motor quotient score below 85 represents a motor performance level below the 
15th percentile and is considered problematic (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). Therefore, in 
behalf of the child’s well-being, the authors suggested that motor therapy is recommended. 
The psychometric characteristics of the KTK have been documented (Kiphard & 
Schiling, 1974). The test-retest reliability coefficient for the raw score on the total test battery 
was 0.97, while corresponding coefficients for individual tests ranged from 0.80 to 0.96. 
Factor analysis of the four individual tests resulted in a single factor labelled gross MC. The 
percentage of total variance in MC explained by the four tests varied from 81% at 6 years to 
98% at 9 years (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). Intercorrelations among the four tests varied 
from 0.60 to 0.81 for the reference sample of 1228 children. Both the factor analysis and 
intercorrelations thus indicated acceptable construct validity. Validity was further determined 
through differentiation of normal from disabled children. The KTK test differentiated 91% of 
children with brain damage from normal children. Participants were classified as having: MC 
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disorders, MC insufficiency, normal MC, good MC or very good MC, according to the KTK 
reference values described above. Participants with good MC were recoded and combined 
with those with normal MC due to their small sample size (1.2%). 
 
3.2.6 Academic Achievement 
AA was assessed using the Portuguese Language and Mathematics National Exams 
which are mandatory for all 4th grade students. The exams were administered in May 2009 by 
two supervision teachers in the classroom. The Educational Evaluation Office from the 
Portuguese Ministry of Education performs management, analysis, and maintenance of 
student data and the National Exams database. The National Exams are criterion-referenced 
tests that provide scores to students, teachers and parents according to the performance levels: 
A (very good), B (good), C (fair), D and E (insufficient); the exams aim to evaluate how 
primary competences are appropriated by students in order to diagnose the educational 
system. For each exam 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 points were attributed to scores of E, D, C, B, and A, 
respectively. An AA score was computed by summing the points attained for each of the 
exams. Participants were then categorized as having high AA (>8 points); middle AA (7-5 
points); or lower AA (<4 points), based on the tertile values of this score. 
 
3.2.7 Cardiorespiratory Fitness 
Health-related components of physical fitness were evaluated using the Fitnessgram 
Test Battery, version 8.0. The Fitnessgram is included in the physical education curriculum, 
and the five tests recommended in the Portuguese National Program (curl-up, push-up, trunk 
lift, shuttle-run, and the modified back saver sit-and-reach) were used in this study. All tests 
were conducted according to the Fitnessgram measurement procedures (Welk & Meredith, 
2008). 
For the purpose of the present analysis we only considered the 20 m shuttle-run test as 
a way to evaluate cardiorespiratory fitness. This test requires participants to run back and 
forth between two lines set 20 m apart. Running speed started at 8.5 km/h and increased by 
0.5 km/h each minute, reaching 18.0 km/h at minute 20. Each level was announced on the 
tape. The participants were told to keep up with the pacer until exhausted. The test was 
finished when the participant failed to reach the end lines concurrent with the audio signals 
on two consecutive occasions. Otherwise, the test ended when the subject stopped because of 
fatigue. Participants were encouraged to keep running as long as possible throughout the 
course of the test. The number of shuttles performed was recorded. Age- and sex-adjusted Z-
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scores were computed, because the age and sex-specific cut-off points of the Fitnessgram 
criteria are only developed for children aged 10 years old or older, and most participants in 
this study were nine years old.  
The use of shuttle-run tests to assess aerobic fitness in children with motor problems 
is controversial, and has been criticized by Armstrong and Welsman (1997) and Hands and 
Larkin (2006) for being overly vulnerable to both motivational and environmental effects. 
Indeed, field-based measures of aerobic capacity rely on the internal motivation of the 
participants to perform to exhaustion (Rivilis et al., 2011), a circumstance that could be 
particularly challenging for children with developmental coordination disorders because they 
generally report less confidence in their physical abilities and may be unlikely to persist in 
their tasks (Cairney et al., 2006). Nevertheless, a recent study has shown that the shuttle-run 
test is moderately to fairly well correlated with lab based cycle ergometer tests for assessing 
cardiorespiratory fitness in children with and without developmental coordination disorders 
(Cairney, Hay, Veldhuizen, & Faught, 2010). 
 
3.2.8 Physical Activity and Sedentary Time 
The accelerometer GT1M Actigraph (ActiGraph, Pensacola, Florida, USA) was used 
to obtain detailed and objectively information about daily PA and sedentary behavior over 5 
consecutive days. This lightweight, biaxial monitor was the latest model available by the 
manufacturer at the time of data collection, and studies have demonstrated that it is a 
technically reliable instrument, both within and across monitors (Rothney, Apker, Song, & 
Chen, 2008). The accelerometer was attached tightly in the hip, on the right side, with the 
notch faced upwards, and participants were instructed to use the accelerometer during waking 
hours and remove it during water-based activities; according to established procedures 
(Ward, Evenson, Vaughn, Rodgers, & Troiano, 2005). The epoch length was set to 15 
seconds to allow a more detailed estimate of PA intensity (Ward et al., 2005). 
Accelerometer data were analyzed by an automated data reduction program 
(MAHUffe; see www.mrc-epid.cam.ac.uk) that provided options for screening the data and 
computing outcomes. Data files from individual participants were screened by detecting 
blocks of consecutive zeros. Periods with 60 minutes of consecutive zeros were detected and 
flagged as times in which the monitor was not worn (Troiano et al., 2008).   Participants had 
to have at least 10 hours of data to count as a valid day and to have at least three valid days to 
be included (two weekdays and one weekend day). The screening procedures were consistent 
with current accelerometry studies and also similar to the screening used in NHANES 
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(Colley, Gorber, & Tremblay, 2010; Troiano et al., 2008). After screening was completed, the 
raw activity “counts” were processed for determination of time spent in the different PA 
intensities. Activity levels were expressed in mean counts.min-1 and also in estimates of the 
time spent in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA). The established accelerometer 
cut-points proposed by Freedson and published by Trost et al (Trost et al., 2002) were used to 
determine PA intensities. Sedentary behavior was identified using a cut-point of <100 
counts.min-1, as this cut-off was shown to have an excellent classification accuracy (Trost, 
Loprinzi, Moore, & Pfeiffer, 2010). 
 
 
3.3 Statistical analysis 
 
Paper I - Descriptive data are presented as means and standard deviations, and two-
sided t-tests were performed to assess gender differences.  
Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to calculate the optimal 
sedentary time cut-off points that best discriminate between the participants with high and 
low MC. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) represents the ability of the test to correctly 
classify the participants with high or low MC. The values of AUC range between 1 (a perfect 
test) to 0.5 (a worthless test). ROC analyses were performed separately by gender.  
Binary logistic regression models were constructed to verify the relationship between 
sedentary time percentage and normal/good MC, adjusting for PA, accelerometer wear time, 
WHtR, and mother’s education level. 
Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics v.19 (SPSS, Inc. IBM Company, 
USA) and MedCalc statistical software (MedCalc software, Mariakerke, Belguim). A p value 
lower than 0.05 denoted statistical significance. 
 
Paper II - For the family income and for the mothers’ weight status variables, due to 
the small size of participant’s eligible for benefits A and B and of those in the overweight and 
obese categories respectively, the participants were grouped. Therefore, for the family 
income status analysis two groups were considered: those with school social benefits and 
those without. For the mothers’ weight status two groups were considered: normal weight and 
overweight/obese. Mothers’ ages were divided into two groups by the median value: ≤ 39 
years old and ≥ 40 years old. 
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An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Scheffé Post Hoc test for multiple 
comparisons was performed in order to test the differences between groups for continuous 
variables. Cross-tabulation examined unadjusted bivariate associations between child weight 
status categories and family income, gender, mother’s weight status, age, and education level, 
with Chi-Square test or with Fisher’s Exact test. Cohen’s Kappa test was use to assess the 
inter-rater agreement between the percentages of participants in each one of the weight status 
categories (underweight, normal weight, overweight/obese). The Cohen’s Kappa value can be 
interpreted by the strength of agreement: k < 0.20 poor; 0.21 < k <0.40 fair; 0.41 < k <0.60 
moderate; 0.61 < k <0.80 good; 0.81 < k <0.100 very good (Altman, 1991). 
All statistical analyses were performed using PASW Statistics 19 (Statistical Program 
for Windows).The level of significance for all analyses was set at 0.05. 
 
Paper III - Comparisons between groups involved Student t test for continuous 
variables. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to analyse the potential 
diagnostic accuracy of the different measures of adiposity to discriminate between low and 
high MC. Logistic regression analyses were performed to further study the relationship 
between different measures of adiposity and MC. Data were analyzed using the IBM SPSS 
Statistics v.19 (SPSS, Inc. IBM Company, USA) and MedCalc statistical software (MedCalc 
software, Mariakerke, Belguim). A p value under 0.05 denoted statistical significance. 
 
Paper IV - Two tailed t-test compared gender differences in continuous variables. 
Binary Logistic Regression was used to obtain to analyze the influence of MC on AA, 
adjusting for cardiorespiratory fitness, body mass index and socioeconomic status. In this 
regression analysis children belonging to the lower and middle tertiles of AA were grouped 
into one category – models were constructed separately for girls and boys. In each model all 
variables were tested simultaneously. 
Statistics was performed using Predictive Analytics Software (IBM - PASW Statistics 
18 - Statistical Program for Windows), former known as SPSS (Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences. A p value <0.05 denoted statistical significance. 
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Abstract 
 
Objectives: This study was conducted to evaluate the relationship between objectively 
measured sedentary behavior (SB) and motor coordination (MC) in Portuguese children, 
accounting for physical activity (PA), accelerometer wear time, waist-to-height ratio, and 
mother’s education level. 
Methods: A cross-sectional school-based study was conducted on 213 children (110 girls 
and 103 boys) aged 9-10 in the north of Portugal during the spring of 2010. Accelerometers 
were used to obtain detailed objective information about daily PA and SB over 5 consecutive 
days. Motor coordination was measured with a body coordination test (Körperkoordination 
Test für Kinder - KTK). Waist and height were measured by standardized protocols and the 
waist-to-height ratio (WHtR) was calculated. A questionnaire was used to assess mothers’ 
educational levels. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and logistic regressions were 
used.  
Results: ROC analysis showed that sedentary time significantly discriminated between 
children with low MC and high MC, with a best trade off  between sensitivity and specificity 
being achieved at ≥77.29% and ≥76.48% for girls and boys respectively (p<0.05 for both). In 
both genders, the low sedentary group had significantly higher odds of having good MC than 
the higher sedentary group, independent of PA, accelerometer wear time, WHtR, and 
mother’s education level (p<0.05 for both). 
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that PA levels per se may not overcome the deleterious 
influence of high levels of SB on MC. Our data stress the importance of discouraging SB 
among children to improve MC. 
 
Key-words: motor coordination, ROC analysis, physical activity, accelerometry. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of promoting active lifestyles from a young age is widely recognized 
and the health benefits of regular physical activity (PA) are extensively acknowledged 
(Strong et al., 2005). The incorporation of PA into daily life and the achievement of 
recommended health-related levels of PA are major public health challenges. Many children 
and adolescents do not meet the current PA recommendations (Jago et al., 2005; Riddoch 
et al., 2007; Strong et al., 2005). Moreover, previous research has shown a decline in PA 
from childhood to adolescence (Goran et al., 1998; Lopes et al., 2007), with the end of 
elementary school (9-11 years old) being a critical period of change (Goran et al., 1998; 
Nader et al., 2008). 
  The importance of promoting the development of motor coordination (MC) at younger 
ages relies on the evidence that there are current and future benefits associated with the 
acquisition and the maintenance of motor proficiency (Lubans et al., 2010). It has been 
suggested that an appropriate acquisition of gross MC contributes to children’s physical, 
cognitive, and social development (Lopes, Rodrigues, Maia, & Malina, 2011; Payne & 
Isaacs, 1995). A proper MC level is essential for strong general development, as well as for 
health, psychosocial development, and well-being (Haga, 2008b; Piek et al., 2006). Although 
a rudimentary form of movement pattern may naturally be develop, a mature form of motor 
proficiency is more likely to be achieved with appropriate practice, encouragement, feedback 
and instruction (Gallahue & Ozmun, 2006). Likewise, these skills need to be learned, 
practiced and reinforced  through developmentally appropriate movement programmes 
(Logan et al., 2011). The early childhood years are a critical time for the development of 
these skills, which are considered the building blocks of more complex movements (Clark & 
Metcalfe, 2002).  
Lately there has been increasing interest in the relationships between MC and 
health-related behaviors and outcomes. Indeed, a recent review (Lubans et al., 2010) of the 
relationship between MC and health benefits in children and adolescents indicated that MC 
levels are inversely correlated with weight status, but positively correlated with PA, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, and perceived physical competence in cross-sectional and 
longitudinal data. In another systematic review of the literature conducted to synthesize the 
recent available data on fitness and physical activity in children with developmental 
coordination disorder (a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by poor motor 
proficiency that interferes with a child’s activities of daily living). Body composition, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, muscle strength and endurance, anaerobic capacity, power, and 
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physical activity have all been negatively associated, to various degrees, with poor motor 
proficiency (Rivilis et al., 2011). 
Current efforts to increase youth’s PA have had limited success, with effective 
changes achieved only in smaller sub-groups or in the short term (Kipping et al., 2008; van 
Sluijs et al., 2007). One reason for this relative lack of success could be that most of the 
public health efforts to promote active lifestyles have focused mainly on PA and have paid 
little attention to the growing evidence that indicates that sedentary behavior (SB) is a 
distinct health-related behavior (Tremblay, Leblanc, Kho, et al., 2011). Additionally, neither 
interventions in PA or SB target improvements in MC (Salmon et al., 2005), and indicators of 
motor coordination (MC) have not been systematically included in studies that consider 
correlates of PA (Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011) or SB. 
Sedentary behaviour is defined as any activity that does not increase energy 
expenditure substantially above the resting level (less than 1.5 METs), such as sleeping, 
sitting, lying down, or watching television or other forms of screen-based entertainment (Pate 
et al., 2008). In light of recent research, lack of PA is only one part of the public health 
problem, since various types of SB may operate through different behavioural mechanisms 
(Owen et al., 2000), have different determinants (Gordon-Larsen et al., 2000), track 
differentially (Gordon-Larsen et al., 2004), and have a distinct range of potentially adverse 
health consequences (Tremblay et al., 2007) independently of PA. Additionally, SB shows 
moderate stability during childhood and adolescence (Janz et al., 2005). 
In a recent review, the relationship between MC and SB was classified as uncertain 
due to an inadequate number of studies (only two were available). The review of 
associations (Lubans et al., 2010) between MC and aspects of physical and psychological 
attributes provides indirect evidence that MC may be an important antecedent/consequent 
mechanism for promoting healthier lifestyle-related behaviors (Lubans et al., 2010). Most 
studies assume that MC is the cause rather than the consequence of PA, although it is also 
reasonable to expect that greater PA opportunities might also provide the context to improve 
MC (Cliff et al., 2009). Nevertheless, the literature has paid little attention to the relationship 
between SB and MC (two studies reported no association) (Cliff et al., 2009; Graf et al., 
2004), while the other two reported a negative association (Williams et al., 2008; Wrotniak et 
al., 2006), leaving the following questions unanswered: (i) does SB predict MC and, if so, (ii) 
does this predictive relationship remain after considering the levels of PA that children 
undertake. 
In this context, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the relationship between 
objectively measured sedentary behavior and motor coordination in Portuguese children 
aged 9-10 years, accounting for physical activity levels, accelerometer wear time, waist-to-
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height ratio (WHtR), and mother’s education level. We also examine the association 
between the amount of time spent on sedentary behaviors and low MC development. 
 
METHODS 
 
Study Design and Sampling 
  
Data for the present study are derived from the Bracara Study aimed to evaluate the 
relations between MC, PA, physical fitness, body composition, academic achievement and 
health behaviors among elementary school children. The Bracara Study was conducted in a 
middle city located in the north of Portugal during the 2009/2010 academic year.  
 All 21 public elementary schools in the city that qualified as urban (according to the 
Municipal Administration Registry) were considered and invited to participate in this study, 
corresponding to 846 children enrolling in the fourth grade; two schools decided not to take 
part in this study, corresponding to 90 children; six schools could not be evaluated on time to 
take part in this study, corresponding to 130 children; 30 children who failed the inclusion 
criteria (having a mental and/or physical disability or a health condition that did not allow 
them to participate in physical education classes) or had missing information on the 
variables of interest were excluded from this analysis. The final sample of Bracara Study 
accounts for 596 participants (281 girls); due to temporal and material restrictions 
(accelerometers available) 383 children did not wear the accelerometer. However, drop out 
analysis showed that the 383 missing children had a similar mean values for height, waist 
circumference, WHtR and mother’s education (data not showed). Therefore, the study 
included 13 urban public elementary schools, and 213 participants (110 girls) aged 9-10 
years old. 
The schools’ directors and children’s parents/guardians received verbal and written 
description of the study and signed a written informed consent form. The protocol and 
procedures employed followed the Helsinki Declaration for Investigation in Human Subjects 
and were approved by the Curricular Development and Innovation Division (Portuguese 
Ministry of Education) and by the University’s Ethics Committee.  
Data were collected during regularly scheduled physical education classes by 2 
assessors in full time. Assessors were physical education graduates and received specific 
training, and had already participated in previous KTK and accelerometry data collection. 
The assessors were helped by the physical education teachers. 
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Measures 
 
Anthropometry 
Height was measured to the nearest millimeter in bare or stocking feet with the 
children standing upright against a stadiometer (Seca 220). Waist circumference 
measurements was taken as described by Lohman (Lohman et al., 1991).The waist and 
height were used to compute the WHtR. Previous analyses (data not showed) showed that 
WHtR explain better MC than body mass index, fat mass percentage or waist circumference 
(R2 – 0.22 for girls e 0.20 for boys). 
 
Physical Activity and Sedentary Time 
The accelerometer GT1M Actigraph (ActiGraph, Pensacola, Florida, USA) was used 
to obtain detailed and objectively information about daily PA and sedentary behavior over 5 
consecutive days. This lightweight, biaxial monitor was the latest model available by the 
manufacturer at the time of data collection, and studies have demonstrated that it is a 
technically reliable instrument, both within and across monitors (Rothney et al., 2008). The 
accelerometer was attached tightly in the hip, on the right side, with the notch faced 
upwards, and participants were instructed to use the accelerometer during waking hours and 
remove it during water-based activities; according to established procedures (Ward et al., 
2005). The epoch length was set to 15 seconds to allow a more detailed estimate of PA 
intensity (Ward et al., 2005). 
Accelerometer data were analyzed by an automated data reduction program 
(MAHUffe; see www.mrc-epid.cam.ac.uk) that provided options for screening the data and 
computing outcomes. Data files from individual participants were screened by detecting 
blocks of consecutive zeros. Periods with 60 minutes of consecutive zeros were detected 
and flagged as times in which the monitor was not worn (Troiano et al., 2008).   Participants 
had to have at least 10 hours of data to count as a valid day and to have at least three valid 
days to be included (two weekdays and one weekend day). The screening procedures were 
consistent with current accelerometry studies and also similar to the screening used in 
NHANES (Colley et al., 2010; Troiano et al., 2008). After screening was completed, the raw 
activity “counts” were processed for determination of time spent in the different PA 
intensities. Activity levels were expressed in mean counts.min-1 and also in estimates of the 
time spent in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA). The established accelerometer 
cut-points proposed by Freedson and published by Trost et al., (2002) were used to 
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determine PA intensities. Sedentary behavior was identified using a cut-point of <100 
counts.min-1, as this cut-off was shown to have an excellent classification accuracy (Trost, 
Loprinzi, Moore, & Pfeiffer, 2011). 
 
Motor Coordination 
MC was evaluated with the body coordination test (Körperkoordination Test für 
Kinder -KTK), developed for German children (aged 5-15 years). The KTK battery has four 
items:  
Balance: the child walks backward on three balance beams each 3m in length, 5cm 
in height, but with decreasing widths of 6, 4.5 and 3cm. The child has three attempts at each 
beam; the number of successful steps is recorded; a maximum of 24 steps (eight per trial) 
were counted for each balance beam, which comprises a maximum of 72 steps.  
Jumping laterally: the child makes consecutive jumps from side to side over a small 
beam (60cmx4cmx2cm) as quickly as possible for 15s. The child is instructed to keep his/her 
feet together; the number of correct jumps in two trials was summed.  
Hopping on one leg over an obstacle: the child was instructed to hop on one foot at a 
time over a stack of foam blocks after a short run-up. After a successful hop with each foot 
(the child clears the block without touching it and continues to hop on the same foot at least 
two times), the height was increased by adding a block (50cmx20cmx5cm). The child had 
three attempts at each height and on each foot; three, two or one point(s) was/were awarded 
for a successful performance on the first, second or third trial, respectively; a maximum of 39 
points (12 stacks blocks) could be scored for each leg (maximum score 78). 
Shifting platforms: the child begins by standing with both feet on one platform 
(25cmx25cmx2cm) supported on four legs, 3.7cm in height and holding a second identical 
platform in his/her hands; the child is then instructed to place the second platform alongside 
the first and to step on to it; the first box is then lifted and placed alongside the second and 
the child steps on to it; the sequence continues for 20s. Each successful transfer from one 
platform to the next earns two points (one for shifting the platform, the other for transferring 
the body); the number of points in 20s is recorded and summed for two trials. If the child falls 
off in the process, he/she simply gets back on to the platform and continues the test.  
Although some of the items in the KTK appear to measure specific components of 
motor performance, e.g., dynamic balance, speed and agility, balance and power, the four 
tests are loaded toward a single factor when analyzed with other items. Hence, the authors 
utilized the four items together as a global indicator of MC, the ‘‘motor quotient’’. Each 
performance item was scored relative to gender- and age-specific reference values for the 
population upon which the KTK was established (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). The sum of the 
standardized scores for the four items provides the motor quotient. Using the motor quotient 
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children were then categorized as having: MC disorders (<70 motor quotient); MC 
insufficiency (71≤ motor quotient ≤85); normal MC (86≤ motor quotient ≤115); good MC 
(115≤ motor quotient ≤130); or very good MC (131≤ motor quotient ≤145). In this study 
participants were then categorized as having high MC if children has normal, good and very 
good MC (86≤ motor quotient ≤115); or low MC if children were classified has having MC 
disorders or insufficiency.  
The psychometric characteristics of the KTK have been documented (Kiphard & 
Schiling, 1974). The test-retest reliability coefficient for the raw score on the total test battery 
was 0.97, while corresponding coefficients for individual tests ranged from 0.80 to 0.96. 
Factor analysis of the four individual tests resulted in a single factor labeled gross MC. The 
percentage of total variance in MC explained by the four tests varied from 81% at 6 years to 
98% at 9 years (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). Intercorrelations among the four tests varied from 
0.60 to 0.81 for the reference sample of 1228 children. Both the factor analysis and 
intercorrelations thus indicated acceptable construct validity. Validity was further determined 
through differentiation of normal from disabled children. The KTK test differentiated 91% of 
children with brain damage from normal children. 
 
Sociodemographics 
A questionnaire was distributed to parents for assessing general child and parental 
health variables, divided in three sections: the first section collected information related to 
the child, the second section collected information to characterize the parents, and the third 
section addressed parental physical activity. The questionnaire included a question about 
the mother’s educational level, used as a measure of socioeconomic status. Mothers were 
categorized according to the Portuguese Education Level: Low (mandatory education – 9 
school years); Medium (secondary education – 12 school years); and High (college or 
university degree). 
 
Statistical analysis 
 
Descriptive data are presented as means and standard deviations, and two-sided t-
tests were performed to assess gender differences.  
Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to calculate the optimal 
sedentary time cut-off points that best discriminate between the participants with high and 
low MC. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) represents the ability of the test to correctly 
classify the participants with high or low MC. The values of AUC range between 1 (a perfect 
test) to 0.5 (a worthless test). ROC analyses were performed separately by gender.  
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Binary logistic regression models were constructed to verify the relationship between 
sedentary time percentage and normal/good MC, adjusting for PA, accelerometer wear time, 
WHtR, and mother’s education level. 
Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics v.19 (SPSS, Inc. IBM Company, 
USA) and MedCalc statistical software (MedCalc software, Mariakerke, Belguim). A p value 
lower than 0.05 denoted statistical significance. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The descriptive characteristics are shown in Table 1. Girls displayed lower levels of MC 
and fewer minutes of MVPA than boys, while boys spent less sedentary time than girls 
(p<0.001 for all). 46.3% of girls and 59.3% of boys showed normal or good MC (p<000.1).  
 
 
TABLE 1. Participants’ characteristics (means ± standard deviation). 
 
All 
(n=213) 
Girls 
(n=110) 
Boys 
(n=103) p* 
Age (years) 9.46±0.43 9.45 ± 0.37 9.48 ± 0.50 0.612 
Sedentary time (min/day) † 453.62±32.75 463.17±27.71 443.32±34.42 <0.001 
Sedentary time (%) † 75.60±5.46 77.20±4.62 73.90±5.79 <0.001 
MC (motor quotient) 86.72±14.40 83.56±13.79 90.09±14.34 0.001 
MVPA (mean min/day) † 82.45±24.18 74.12±19.30 91.35±25.75 <0.001 
WHtR 0.48±0.05 0.48±0.05 0.48±0.05 0.341 
Abbreviations: MVPA, Moderate, vigorous and very vigorous physical activity; MC, Motor coordination; WHtR – Waist-to-height 
ratio. 
†
 – adjusted for wear time 
* - t- test to compared gender differences. 
 
 
As presented in Table 2, ROC analysis showed that sedentary time significantly 
discriminates between children with low MC and high MC, with a best trade-off between 
sensitivity and specificity being achieved at ≥77.29% and ≥76.48% for girls and boys 
respectively (p<0.05 for both). 
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TABLE 2. Best trade-off between sensitivity and specificity for percentage of sedentary time 
to discriminate between motor coordination disorders/insufficiency and normal/good motor 
coordination by receiver-operating characteristics (ROC) analysis for each gender. 
 Girls Boys 
Sedentary time cut-off (%) 77.29 76.49 
Sensitivity 0.686 (0.541-0.809) 0.770 (0.645-0.868) 
specificity 0.661 (0.526–0.779) 0.595 (0.433-0.744) 
AUC 
0.659 (0.562-0.746); 
p=0.0021 
0.668 (0.569-0.758); 
p=0.0023 
Abbreviations: AUC, area under the ROC curve. 
 
To explore whether the association between this percentage of sedentary time threshold 
and MC is independent of PA, we performed a logistic regression analysis for each gender 
(Tables 3 and 4) according to the respective sedentary time cut-off (<77.29% and ≥77.29% 
for girls; <76.49% and ≥76.49% for boys). In both genders, the low sedentary group had 
significantly higher odds of having a good MC than the higher sedentary group, independent 
of PA, accelerometer wear time, WHtR, and mothers education level (OR = 5.065 for girls 
and OR = 9.149 for boys; p<0.05 for both; see Model 3). 
 
TABLE 3. Odds Ratios and 95% confidence intervals from logistic regression model 
predicting normal/good motor coordination, for girls. 
Girls 
Normal/Good Motor 
Coordination  
  OR 95% CI p 
 
Model 1 
Unadjusted 
    
≥77.3% Sedentary time a 1   
<77.3% Sedentary time  4.266 (1.916-9.496) <0.001 
 
Model 2 b 
 
    
≥77.3% Sedentary time a 1   
<77.3% Sedentary time  4.584 (1.764-11.915) 0.002 
 
Model 3 c 
 
    
≥77.3% Sedentary time a 1   
<77.3% Sedentary time  5.065 (1.670-15.363) 0.004 
Abbreviations: OR, Odds Ratio. CI, Confidence Intervals. 
a – reference category. 
b – adjusted for physical activity and accelerometer wear time.  
c – adjusted for physical activity, accelerometer wear time , waist-to-height ratio and mother’ education level. 
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TABLE 4. Odds Ratios and 95% confidence intervals from logistic regression model 
predicting normal/good motor coordination, for boys. 
Boys 
Normal/Good Motor 
Coordination 
  OR 95% CI p 
 
Model 1 
Unadjusted 
    
≥76.5% Sedentary time a 1   
<76.5% Sedentary time  4.937 (2.094-11.641) <0.001 
 
Model 2 
 
    
≥76.5% Sedentary time a 1   
<76.5% Sedentary time  5.741 (2.132-15.457) 0.001 
 
Model 3 
 
    
≥76.5% Sedentary time a 1   
<76.5% Sedentary time  9.149 (2.465-33.964) 0.001 
Abbreviations: OR, Odds Ratio. CI, Confidence Intervals. 
a – reference category. 
b – adjusted for physical activity and accelerometer wear time.  
c – adjusted for physical activity, accelerometer wear time , waist-to-height ratio and mother’ education level. 
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DISCUSSON 
 
The main finding of this study indicates that for both genders the low sedentary group 
had significantly higher odds of having a good MC compared with the high sedentary group, 
independently of MVPA, accelerometer wear time, WHtR, and mother’s education level.  
In children and adolescents, self-reported leisure-time SB such as overall screen time 
(i.e. TV viewing, videogames, computer use) has commonly been studied; however, while 
these activities may represent a substantial portion of the time spent in total SB, they do not 
represent the total amount of everyday sedentary time. In this regard, as has been argued 
for PA (Ruiz & Ortega, 2009), objectively measuring total sedentary time by using devices 
such as accelerometers may offer particular advantages, since these devices do not rely on 
subject recall and may capture the entire daily patterns of both PA and SB. This study 
assessed both PA and SB using accelerometry. 
The negative effects of sedentary lifestyles on children’s health and health-related 
behaviors and outcomes are a source of concern. In this study we observed that children 
spent on average 75.6% of their time in SB. Results from other studies using objective 
methods (i.e. accelerometry) have also shown that children spend significant proportions of 
their waking time being sedentary, between 50% and 80% (Colley et al., 2011; Martinez-
Gomez et al., 2011; Matthews et al., 2008) and as a result may be at risk of detrimental 
health outcomes (Hinkley et al., 2010). Mounting evidence has suggested recently that time 
spent in SB is associated with adverse health outcomes, an association that may be 
independent of the protective contributions of PA, as it remained significant after 
adjustments (van Uffelen et al., 2010). In a recent review of (both self-reported and 
objectively measured) SB and health indicators in school-aged children and youth, the 
authors concluded that spending more than 2 hours per day being sedentary was associated 
with unfavorable body composition, decreased fitness, lowered scores for self-esteem and 
pro-social behavior, and decreased academic achievement (Tremblay, Leblanc, Kho, et al., 
2011). 
In this study, ROC analysis showed the best trade-offs between sensitivity and 
specificity in discriminating between low and high MC using SB was achieved at 77.29% and 
76.49% for girls and boys respectively. The values reported in the present study are in line 
with those reported by Martinez et al. (2011) who performed a similar ROC curve and 
accelerometer analysis. Martinez et al. (2011) showed that girls who spent more than 69% of 
their waking time in SB were less likely to have high cardiorespiratory fitness (Martinez-
Gomez et al., 2011). 
Recent studies have focused on understanding the relationships between MC and 
health-related behaviours and outcomes. Indeed, a recent systematic review identified eight 
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potential benefits of MC (global self-concept, perceived physical competence, cardio-
respiratory fitness, muscular fitness, weight status, flexibility, PA, and reduced SB) and 
found evidence for a positive association with PA and cardiorespiratory fitness and an 
inverse association with weight status. The remaining benefits, including SB, were classified 
as uncertain, due to an inadequate number of studies (Lubans et al., 2010). Rivilis et al. 
(2011) performed a systematically review and summarize the literature on the association 
between poor motor proficiency and fitness and physical activity outcomes in children.  They 
concluded that body composition, cardiorespiratory fitness, muscle strength and endurance, 
anaerobic capacity, power, and physical activity have all been negatively associated, to 
various degrees, with poor motor proficiency. However, differences in flexibility were not 
conclusive because the results on this parameter are mixed. Recently, Stodden et al. (2009) 
have hypothesized a developmental recursive model suggesting a reciprocal relationship 
between MC and PA. The authors postulated that children with high motor skill proficiency 
will have higher levels of fitness and perceived sports competence, which in turn predict 
greater participation in PA and vice-versa. However, in this model, as in the general 
literature, the SB appears to be defined as the inverse of PA (i.e. insufficient levels of PA), 
instead of being considered as an independent behavior. In fact, we only found four studies 
in literature linking SB to MC (Cliff et al., 2009; Graf et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2008; 
Wrotniak et al., 2006), and only three of them (Cliff et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2008; 
Wrotniak et al., 2006) were performed using objective measures. However, in those studies 
the relationship between PA and motor skills did not take into account the possible 
confounding effect of SB, and the associations between SB and motor skills were not 
adjusted for the influence of PA.  
Our study suggests that high time spent in SB was a predictor of low MC, regardless of 
PA levels and other confounders. Our findings, in combination with the studies of Wroniak et 
al. (2006) and Williams et al. (2008) that indicate a positive relationship between motor skill 
performance and PA and an inverse association with sedentary activity in children (Williams 
et al., 2008; Wrotniak et al., 2006), may suggest a reciprocal relationship between SB and 
MC. In this context, we could speculate that providing children with alternatives to SB, 
namely daily physical education classes, opportunities for sports participation in and outside 
school, and school recesses more conducive to activity, could have a positive impact on 
their MC, which could in turn increase PA and decrease time spent in SB. However, further 
longitudinal and intervention studies are necessary to confirm or disprove this hypothesis. 
Our findings have important implications as they suggest that PA levels per se may not 
overcome the deleterious influence of high levels of SB on MC. Therefore, to establish 
healthy lifestyles from a young age, actions aiming to address the current inactivity crisis 
should attempt to both increase PA levels and decrease SB (Tremblay, Leblanc, Kho, et al., 
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2011). Indeed, the necessity for public health recommendations targeting SB has already 
been suggested (Hojbjerre et al., 2010). Based on the mounting evidence of the health-
related benefits of low SB, the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, in partnership with 
the Healthy Active Living and Obesity Research Group at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern 
Ontario Research Institute, recently launched the Canadian Sedentary Behavior Guidelines, 
which extend the American Academy of Pediatrics’ guidelines for screen time (Education, 
2001) to include transportation, sitting time, and time spent indoors. These guidelines 
suggest that for health benefits, children and adolescents should minimize the time they 
spend being sedentary each day by limiting recreational screen time to no more than 2 hours 
per day (lower levels are associated with additional health benefits) as well as limiting 
sedentary (motorized) transport, extended sitting time, and time spent indoors throughout 
the day (Tremblay, Leblanc, Janssen, et al., 2011); however, recommendations regarding 
limits on total time per day spent in sedentary activities are still lacking. Indeed, only a few 
studies have addressed links between total SB time and health outcomes in children and 
adolescents (Martinez-Gomez et al., 2011). 
 
Strengths and limitations 
 
Strengths of this study include the novelty of the analyses of the associations between 
SB and MC; the objective assessment of both total MVPA and total sedentary time (most 
previous studies have limited their analysis to self-reported leisure time SB and/or PA); and 
the use of a cut-point of <100 counts.min-1 to identify sedentary behavior, as this cut-off was 
shown to have an excellent classification accuracy (Trost et al., 2011).  
This study has some limitations that must be considered when interpreting its results. 
First, accelerometers do not identify PA or sedentary patterns or contexts, and the 
accelerometers used in this study do not allow us to distinguish the type of sedentary 
behavior (i.e. lying, sitting or standing still). Second, the data has been derived from a cross-
sectional study; therefore, results do not indicate causality. More research is needed to 
further study the relationship between SB and MC. Longitudinal and interventional studies 
would provide information on the direction of this association.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, in both genders the percentage of time spent in SB was negatively 
associated with MC, independently of MVPA and other confounders. Our findings suggest 
that PA levels per se may not overcome the deleterious influence of high levels of SB on 
MC. Our data stress the importance of discouraging SB among children to improve MC.  
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Abstract 
 
Objective: The aim of this study is to determine the ability of different measures of adiposity 
to discriminate between low/high motor coordination (MC).  
Methods: 596 elementary school children (age 9–12 years, 218 girls) participated in this 
cross-sectional school-based study. Weight, height and waist circumference (WC) were 
objectively measured by standardized protocols. Body fat percentage (BF%) was estimated 
by bioelectric impedance. Body mass index (weight/height2) and waist-to-height ratio (WHtR) 
were computed. MC was assessed with the Körperkoordination Test für Kinder. Cardio-
respiratory fitness was predicted by a maximal multistage 20m shuttle-run test of the 
Fitnessgram Test Battery. A questionnaire was used to assess the mothers’ educational 
level. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and logistic regression were performed.  
Results: ROC curve analysis showed that all measures of adiposity performed well on 
average in identifying low MC, as indicated by the area under the curve greater than 0.6. 
The ROC performance of BF% showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy than BMI, 
WC and WHtR in predicting low MC in girls. In boys, the ROC performance of WC showed a 
slightly better discriminatory accuracy than BMI, BF% and WHtR in predicting low MC. After 
adjustments, logistic regression analyses showed that BMI, WC, BF% and WHtR were 
positively and significantly associated with MC in both sexes, with the exception of WHtR in 
girls.  
Conclusions: BF% and WC showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy in predicting 
low MC, for girls and for boys, respectively. 
 
Key-words: Adiposity, motor coordination, KTK, cardiorespiratory fitness, children. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Childhood and adolescent obesity has become an important public health problem, 
as its prevalence has increased significantly over the past years in several countries (Wang 
& Lobstein, 2006). In Portugal, about one-third of children and adolescents are overweight or 
obese (Sardinha, Santos, Vale, Silva, et al., 2011). 
A proper motor coordination (MC) level is essential for strong general development, 
as well as for health, psychosocial development, and well-being (Haga, 2008b; Piek et al., 
2006). Although rudimentary forms of movement patterns may naturally be developed, 
mature forms of motor proficiency are more likely to be achieved with appropriate practice, 
encouragement, feedback, and instruction (Gallahue & Ozmun, 2006). The early childhood 
years are a critical time for the development of these skills, which are considered the 
building blocks of more complex movements (Clark & Metcalfe, 2002). 
It is reasonably well established in literature that an inverse association exists 
between adiposity and MC (D'Hondt et al., 2011; Graf et al., 2004; Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011; 
Okely et al., 2004). Indeed, a recent review(Lubans et al., 2010) on the relationship between 
MC and health benefits in children and adolescents indicated that MC levels are inversely 
correlated with weight status both in cross-sectional and longitudinal studies. In this review, 
weight status was negatively correlated with MC in six of nine studies, with the remaining 
three demonstrating no relationship (Lubans et al., 2010). 
There are some sophisticated methods to accurately measure body fat, such as 
computed axial tomography or dual-energy X-ray absorptiometric densitometry; however, it 
is not feasible to apply such techniques in large epidemiological studies or even in clinical 
settings because they are complex, time consuming and expensive. Therefore, several 
anthropometric measures, indices and other techniques (such as bioelectric impedance) 
have been used in the literature on the association between adiposity and MC, with the most 
common being the body mass index (BMI). In a recent systematic review, Rivilis et al., 
(2011) concluded that an adverse body composition was associated with poor motor 
proficiency regardless of the measure of adiposity considered (Rivilis et al., 2011).  
However, the gap that remains in the literature is on the ability of the different measures 
of weight status/adiposity to predict low MC. Therefore, the aim of this study was to 
determine the ability (sensibility and specificity) of different measures of adiposity (BMI, waist 
circumference, body fat percentage and waist-to-height ratio) to discriminate between 
low/high motor coordination in a sample of children aged 9–12 years.  
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METHODS 
 
Study Design and Sampling 
  
Data for the present study are derived from the Bracara Study aimed to evaluate the 
relations between MC, PA, physical fitness, body composition, academic achievement and 
health behaviors among elementary school children. The Bracara Study was conducted in a 
middle city located in the north of Portugal during the 2009/2010 academic year.  
 All 21 urban public elementary schools in the city were considered and invited to 
participate in this study, corresponding to 846 children enrolling in the fourth grade. Two 
schools declined the invitation, corresponding to 90 children; six schools could not be 
evaluated in time to take part in this study, corresponding to 130 children; and 30 children 
who failed the inclusion criteria (having a mental and/or physical disability or a health 
condition that did not allow them to participate in physical education classes) or had missing 
information on the variables of interest were excluded from this analysis. Therefore, the final 
sample included 596 participants (281 girls) aged 9–12 years. 
The schools’ directors and children’s parents/guardians received verbal and written 
descriptions of the study and signed a written informed consent form. The protocol and 
procedures employed followed the Helsinki Declaration for Investigation in Human Subjects 
and were approved by the Portuguese Ministry of Education and by the University’s Ethics 
Committee.  
All data was collected during regularly scheduled physical education classes by a 
team of specialized examiners and with the help of physical education teachers. 
 
 Measures 
 
Anthropometry 
Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 Kg using a regularly calibrated digital scale 
(Tanita TBF-300) with the children in light clothing and without shoes. Body fat percentage 
was estimated by a bioelectric impedance digital scale (Tanita TBF-300). Height was 
measured to the nearest millimeter in bare or stocking feet with the children standing upright 
against a stadiometer (Seca 220). Waist circumference measurements were taken as 
described by Lohman (Lohman et al., 1991). Body mass index [body mass (kg)/height (m2)] 
and waist-to-height ratio [waist (cm)/height (m)] were calculated. 
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Motor Coordination 
MC was evaluated with the body coordination test, Körperkoordination Test für 
Kinder (KTK).(Kiphard & Schiling, 1974) The KTK battery has four items: balance; jumping 
laterally; hopping on one leg over an obstacle; and shifting platforms. The tests were applied 
following the original protocols described elsewhere (Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011).  
 
 
Cardiorespiratory Fitness 
The 20 m shuttle-run test was used to evaluate cardiorespiratory fitness according to 
the Fitnessgram Test Battery, version 8.0 protocol (Welk & Meredith, 2008).  
 
 
Sociodemographics 
Mother’s educational level was assessed by a questionnaire distributed to the 
mothers of the participants in this study and was used as a proxy measure of socioeconomic 
status.  
 
 
Statistical analysis 
 
Comparisons between groups involved Student t test for continuous variables. 
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to analyze the potential 
diagnostic accuracy of the different measures of adiposity to discriminate between low and 
high MC. Logistic regression analyses were performed to further study the relationship 
between different measures of adiposity and MC. Data were analyzed using the IBM SPSS 
Statistics v.19 (SPSS, Inc. IBM Company, USA) and MedCalc statistical software (MedCalc 
software, Mariakerke, Belguim). A p value under 0.05 denoted statistical significance. 
 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Descriptive statistics for the age, BMI, WC, BF%, WHtR and MC are summarized in 
Table 1. Girls had significantly lower MC and higher BF% than boys.  
168 girls and 138 boys were classified has having low MC, whereas 112 girls and 176 
boys were classified as having high MC. 
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Table 1. Participants’ characteristics. 
 
All 
(n=213) 
Girls 
(n=110) 
Boys 
(n=103) 
p* 
Age (years) 9.7±0.6 9.7 ± 0.5 9.7 ± 0.6 0.552 
BMI  18.6±3.3 18.6±3.3 18.6±3.3 0.934 
Waist Circumference (cm) 66.8±8.6 66.3±8.74 67.2±8.74 0.215 
Waist Height Ratio 0.48±0.05 0.48±0.06 049±0.05 0.149 
Body Fat percentage (%) 19.7±8.3 21.4±8.9 18.3±7.4 <0.001 
Motor Coordination (motor quotient) 85.7±14.4 81.7±14.5 89.3±13.4 <0.001 
*  - t test to compared gender differences. 
  
ROC curve analysis showed that all measures of adiposity performed well on average in 
identifying low MC, as indicated by AUCs greater than 0.6. The ROC performance of BF% 
showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy than did BMI, WC and WHtR in predicting 
low MC in girls. In boys, the ROC performance of WC showed a better discriminatory 
accuracy than BMI, BF% and WHtR in predicting low MC. In boys, the ROC performance of 
BMI, WC and WHtR were slightly better than in girls. The AUCs of BMI, WC, and WHtR 
were significantly different from BF% (p<0.05) for the whole sample and for girls. A BMI of 
18.0kg/m² for girls and 19.9kg/m² for boys, a WC of 69.50cm for girls and 68.50cm for boys, 
a BF% of 24.0% for girls and a 17.60%, and a WHtR of 0.497 for girls and 0.50 for boys 
were found to be optimal cut-offs for defining low MC in the participants (Table 2). 
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Table 2. Cut-off values, sensitivity, and specificity for the association of different measures of adiposity with 
motor coordination by sex. 
 All Girls Boys 
BMI    
BMI cut-off (kg/m
2
) >19.9 >18.0 >19.9 
Sensitivity (%) 46.4 (40.7-52.2) 67.3 (59.6-74.3) 50.7 (42.1-59.3) 
Specificity (%) 84.7 (80.0-88.7) 61.6 (51.9-70.6) 85.8 (79.7-90.6) 
AUC 
0.668 (0.629-0.706) 
p<0.001 ‡ 
0.660 (0.601 - 0.715) 
p<0.001‡ 
0.678 (0.623 - 0.729) 
p<0.001 
WC    
WC cut-off
 
(cm) >69.5 >69.5 >68.5 
Sensitivity (%) 49.7 (43.9-55.4) 47.6 (39.9-55.5) 54.3 (45.7-62.8) 
Specificity (%) 83.7 (78.9-87.8) 83.0 (74.8-89.5) 83.0 (76.6-88.2) 
AUC 
0.675 (0.635 - 0.702) 
p<0.001† 
0.660 (0.601 - 0.715) 
p<0.001 † 
0.704 (0.650 - 0.754), 
p<0.001 
WHtR    
WHtR cut-off
 
 >0.50 >0.49 >0.50 
Sensitivity (%) 47.7 (42.0-53.5) 47.0 (39.3-54.9) 52.9 (44.2-61.4) 
Specificity (%) 85.1 (80.4-89.0) 81.2 (72.8-88.0)  85.2 (79.1-90.1) 
AUC 
0.663 (0.623-0.701) 
p<0.001* 
0.643 (0.584-0.699) 
p<0.001* 
0.701 (0.647 - 0.751), 
p<0.001 
BF%    
BF% cut-off
 
 >20.2 >24.0 >17.6 
Sensitivity (%) 58.5 (52.8-64.1) 53.6 (45.7-61.3) 63.0 (54.4-71.1) 
Specificity (%) 76.7 (71.4-81.5) 80.4 (71.8-87.3)  72.7 (65.5-79.2) 
AUC 
0.709 (0.670-0.745) 
p<0.001 
0.701 (0.644-0.754) 
p<0.001 
0.698 (0.644 - 0.749), 
p<0.001 
AUC – Area Under the Curve; 95% CI in parentheses; ‡ AUC significantly different from BF% (p<0.05); † AUC 
significantly different from BF% (p<0.05); *AUC significantly different from BF% (p<0.05). 
 
 
Logistic regression analyses showed that BMI, WC, BF% and WHtR were positively and 
significantly associated with MC in both sexes, with the exception of WHtR after adjustments 
for girls (Table 3). 
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Table 3. Odds Ratios and 95% Confidence Intervals from logistic regression model predicting low motor 
coordination, for body mass index, waist circumference, waist-to-height ratio and fat mass percentage, for 
each gender. 
 Low motor coordination 
Girls unadjusted Adjusted
a
 
 OR CI p OR CI p 
       
BMI<18.0 1      
BMI≥18.0 3.297 (2.002-5.429) <0.001 2.155 (1.164-3.992) 0.015 
       
WC<69.5 1      
WC≥69.5 4.450 (2.494-7.939) <0.001 2.489  (1.242-4.988) 0.010 
       
BF%<24.0 1      
BF%≥24.0 4.720 (2.707-8.231) <0.001 2.395 (1.234-4.646) 0.010 
       
WHtR<0.497 1      
WHtR≥0.497 2.733 (1.631-4.580) <0.001 1.343 (0.713-2.528) 0.381 
 
Boys   
 OR CI p OR CI p 
       
BMI<19.9 1      
BMI≥19.9 6.218 (3.627-10.658) <0.001 3.255 (1.740-6.088) <0.001 
       
WC<68.5 1      
WC≥68.5 5.794 (3.457-9.709) <0.001 3.296 (1.784-6.090) <0.001 
       
BF%<17.6 1      
BF%≥17.6 4.549 (2.817-7.345) <0.001 2.603 (1.462-4.634) <0.001 
       
WHtR<0.5 1      
WHtR≥0.5 6.479 (3.799-11.051) <0.001 3.840 (2.025-7.283) <0.001 
a
 - Adjusted for cardiorespiratory fitness and mothers’ education levels.  
OR – Odds ratio; 
CI – Confidence Intervals; 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The main findings of this study suggest that BF% provides a marginally superior tool for 
discriminating low MC for girls as compared with BMI, WC, and WHtR. In boys, WC showed 
a slightly better discriminatory accuracy in predicting low MC as compared with BMI, BF%, 
and WHtR. Slightly higher pooled AUCs were observed in boys as compared to girls (with an 
exception in BF%), suggesting that discrimination is more precise, on average, in boys. 
Logistic regression analyses showed that all different measures of adiposity were negatively 
and significantly associated with MC in both sexes, with the exception of WHtR for girls, after 
adjusting for cardio-respiratory fitness and mothers’ education level. 
A recent review of the associations between MC and aspects of physical and 
psychological attributes provides indirect evidence that MC may be an important antecedent 
or consequent mechanism for promoting health-related behaviors, including weight status 
(Lubans et al., 2010). However, measurement issues may potentially play a role in obscuring 
the relationship between body composition and MC (Rivilis et al., 2011).  
Our study found that, in girls, BF% assessed by bioelectric impedance was the measure 
that best predicted low MC. BF% measurement techniques have been developed and 
validated for children; however, it has rarely been used in the literature regarding the 
relationship between adiposity and MC. The existing studies have found significant 
associations between BF% and MC, whether using skin folds (Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011), 
bioelectric impedance (J. Cairney, J. A. Hay, B. E. Faught, & R. Hawes, 2005) or whole body 
air displacement plethysmography (Silman et al., 2011) methods. Using bioelectric 
impedance, Cairney et al., (2005) also found that children with poor motor coordination had 
greater body weight and body fat compared to their normal MC peers. Bioelectric impedance 
is an appealing tool for assessing body composition due to the fact that it is simple, painless, 
non-invasive and increasingly cheap, making it highly suitable for survey and clinic use, 
particularly in school-age children (Wright et al., 2008). However, the resulting estimates of 
fat and fat-free mass actually agree poorly with more accurate methods, tending to be both 
biased and imprecise (Eisenmann et al., 2004).  
BMI is the most common anthropometric measure used in studies relating to 
adiposity status and MC.(Lubans et al., 2010; Rivilis et al., 2011) In a cross-sectional study 
with 954 Flemish primary school children stratified, D’Hondt et al.,(2011) found that less than 
20% of the healthy-weight participants was identified as being motor impaired, while that 
proportion increased to 43.3% and up to 70.8% in children with overweight and obesity, 
respectively. BMI is a suboptimal marker of body fat because it does not distinguish fat from 
lean tissue or bone, and therefore classifying people as overweight or obese based on their 
BMI alone may lead to significant misclassification. Moreover, BMI is not a suitable method 
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to assess body fat distribution (Brambilla et al., 2006) and it has been suggested that BMI 
may be a less sensitive indicator of fat in children and adolescents than waist circumference 
(WC) or waist-to-height ratio (WHtR) (Brambilla et al., 2006).  
In boys, we found that WC is the measure that best predicted low MC. In a 
longitudinal study, Cairney et al., (2010) also found associations between MC and WC. WC 
is a simple, effective and inexpensive anthropometric tool to measure abdominal adiposity 
and related metabolic risks in children of different ethnicities (Brambilla et al., 2006; Lee et 
al., 2006). For children and adolescents, there are no internationally accepted cut-off values; 
however, WC centile charts have been developed for children and adolescents in some 
countries (Eisenmann, 2005; Fernandez et al., 2004; Katzmarzyk, 2004; McCarthy et al., 
2001; Sardinha, Santos, Vale, MJ, et al., 2011). Abdominal obesity seems to reflect intra-
abdominal fat, including visceral adipose tissue (Clasey et al., 1999), and it is known that 
increased visceral adipose tissue is strongly correlated with CVD risk factors (Soto Gonzalez 
et al., 2007). During childhood and adolescence, it is known that abdominal obesity is an 
important predictor for several CVD risk factors (Moreno et al., 2002; Savva et al., 2000). 
Indeed, in a cross-sectional study with 571 elementary school students, Faught et al.(2005) 
found an association between poor MC with increased body fat and low cardio-respiratory 
fitness (physical activity was a significant mediator for both relationships). These authors 
concluded that poor MC is related to factors associated with increased risk for coronary 
vascular disease, including decreased cardiorespiratory fitness and increased body fat 
through the mediating influence of physical activity in children. 
WHtR has been proposed as a convenient alternative measurement to assess central 
fatness in children (Savva et al., 2000). Similar to WC, WHtR has been shown to be strongly 
correlated with abdominal fat measured using imaging techniques (Soto Gonzalez et al., 
2007). Correcting WC to height may obviate the need for age-, sex- and ethnic-related 
reference values (Ashwell & Hsieh, 2005), while WC requires population-specific cut-off 
values (WHO, 2000). To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies linking WHtR and 
MC; however, the good AUC found in this study may suggest that WHtR is a good measure 
for predicting low MC. 
 
 
Strengths and limitations 
This study has some limitations that need to be recognized. The data has been 
derived from a cross-sectional study; therefore results do not indicate causality. Our sample 
is not representative of the Portuguese population and therefore our findings are not 
generalizable. 
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Overall, the strengths of our study comprise the inclusion of potential confounding 
factors such as mother’s education level (used as a proxy measure of socioeconomic 
status), which is recognized as having a powerful and synergistic relationship with obesity 
(Ulijaszek, 2012); the presence of cardio-respiratory fitness as a potential confounding 
element, due to its importance of being simultaneously linked to adiposity and MC (i.e., 
inversely associated with adiposity and positively related to MC) (Faught et al., 2005; Lopes, 
Maia, et al., 2011); and the novelty of the study, to determine the ability of different 
measures of adiposity to discriminate between low and high MC. 
More research on other measures and techniques is needed to further study the 
accuracy of different measures of adiposity in discriminating between low and high MC.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
BF% and WC showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy in predicting low MC 
for girls and for boys, respectively. BMI, WC, BF% and WHtR were positively and 
significantly associated with MC in both sexes, with the exception of WHtR in girls after 
adjustments. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
We aimed to evaluate the relationship between gross motor coordination (MC) and academic 
achievement (AA) in a sample of Portuguese children aged 9-12 years. The study took place during 
the 2009/2010 school year, using 596 urban children (281 girls) from the north of Portugal. AA was 
assessed using the Portuguese Language and Mathematics National Exams. Gross MC was evaluated 
with the Körperkoordination Test für Kinder. Cardiorespiratory fitness was predicted by a maximal 
multistage 20m shuttle-run test of the Fitnessgram Test Battery. Body weight and height were 
measured following standard procedures. Socioeconomic status was based on annual family income. 
Logistic Regression was used to analyze the association of gross MC with AA. 51.6% of the sample 
exhibited MC disorders or MC insufficiency and none of the participants showed very good MC. In 
both genders, children with insufficient MC or MC disorders exhibited a higher probability of having 
low AA, compared with those with normal or good MC (p<0.05 for trend for both) after adjusting for 
cardiorespiratory fitness, body mass index and socioeconomic status.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Mastery of a variety of motor skills is a requisite for children to engage in everyday activities 
and has important implications for different aspects of development in children and adolescents 
(Piek et al., 2006). Children’s motor skill development  incorporate many body systems, including 
sensory, musculoskeletal, cardiorespiratory, and neurological systems (Dwyer et al., 2009) and is 
ability to interact with the environment (Riethmuller et al., 2009). Consequently, the study of a 
child’s motor development is a prerequisite for the full understanding of the children’s whole 
development (Payne & Isaacs, 1998).  
The importance of promoting the development of MC at younger ages relies on the evidence 
that there are current and future benefits associated with the acquisition and the maintenance of 
motor proficiency (Lubans et al., 2010). It has been suggested that an appropriate acquisition of MC 
contributes to children’s physical, cognitive, and social development (Payne & Isaacs, 1998). 
Furthermore, a proper MC level is essential for strong general development, as well as for health, 
psychosocial development, and well-being (Haga, 2008a; Piek et al., 2006). Childhood years are a 
critical period for the development of these skills, which are considered the building blocks of more 
complex movements (Clark & Metcalfe, 2002) and a key factor in the promotion of lifelong active 
lifestyles (Clark, 2005; Stodden et al., 2008). It is also known that motor skills have been observed to 
track during childhood (Malina, 1996).  
Recently, there is a re-emerged debate around the possible relations between physical 
activity (PA), physical fitness, motor coordination (MC) and cognitive development (Niederer et al., 
2011), based on the decreased in children’s PA (Knuth & Hallal, 2009), physical fitness (Tomkinson & 
Olds, 2007), MC (Prätorius & Milani, 2004), and the pressure of schools and parents to improve 
cognitive performance (Chomitz et al., 2009; Ertl, 2006). 
While the relationship between PA and physical fitness with academic achievement (AA) has 
been thoroughly explored (Ahamed et al., 2007; Carlson et al., 2008; Castelli, Hillman, Buck, & Erwin, 
2007; Chomitz et al., 2009; Coe et al., 2006; Etnier, Nowell, Landers, & Sibley, 2006; Eveland-Sayers, 
Farley, Fuller, Morgan, & Caputo, 2009; Fox et al., 2010; Grissom, 2005) (Hillman et al., 2008; Kwak 
et al., 2009; Niederer et al., 2011; Rasberry et al., 2011; Ruiz et al., 2010b; Sigfusdottir et al., 2007; 
Strong et al., 2005; Taras, 2005; Trudeau & Shephard, 2008), little, is known about the relation 
between of gross MC and AA in elementary school children.  
Studies suggest that neuronal structures (in the cerebellum and the frontal lobe) are 
responsible for coordination as well for cognition (Serrien et al., 2006). There is also evidence that 
working memory capacity and visual perceptual ability limit children’s AA (Alloway, 2007; Alloway & 
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Alloway, 2010; Sortor & Kulp, 2003). Besides, one cross-sectional and longitudinal study found that 
higher baseline motor skills (agility and dynamic balance) were related to better spatial working 
memory and/or baseline attention as well as their future improvements over the following nine 
months (only no association was found between dynamic balance and attention) (Niederer et al., 
2011). Indeed, children with developmental coordination disorders tend to perform poorly in 
literacy and numeracy assessments (Alloway, 2007), while fine MC was found to positively correlate 
with AA (Sortor & Kulp, 2003); and children with learning disabilities scored poorer in gross MC test 
(both locomotor and object-control) (Westendorp et al., 2011). Additionally, other cross-sectional 
(Knight & Rizzuto, 1993; Nourbakhsh, 2006; Planinsec, 2002) and interventional studies (Budde et 
al., 2008; Erickson, 2008; Uhrich & Swalm, 2007) have shown that improved motor skill levels may 
be positively related to improvements in AA or other cognitive variables. Moreover, longitudinal 
studies in preschool children found relationship between early motor development and later 
cognitive function (Piek et al., 2008; Son & Meisels, 2006), suggesting that early school motor skills 
assessment may increased the predictability of later achievement and the probability of identifying 
children at risk for school failure (Son & Meisels, 2006). 
 It is important to note that the term “motor coordination” used in this study is a general 
term that encompasses various aspects of movement competency. There are many different test 
batteries that assess movement in a variety of ways using various movement tests. Specifically, 
process and product oriented movement assessments are used to examine differences in levels of 
MC. While it is outside the scope of this study to explain the differences and limitations in how 
movement and/or movement outcomes are assessed, we used the term “motor coordination” in 
this study as it specifically aligns with the language used in the assessment implemented for this 
study (Kiphard-Schilling body coordination test) and with previous literature that has used the same 
assessment. 
Despite these findings, until now, to the best of our knowledge, no study has addressed the 
association between gross MC and direct/objective indicators for AA, namely scores on standardized 
tests, in elementary school children without intellectual disabilities, accounting for potential 
confounders such as physical fitness, body composition or socioeconomic status (Carlson et al., 
2008; Coe et al., 2006; Etnier et al., 2006; Kwak et al., 2009; Rasberry et al., 2011; Trudeau & 
Shephard, 2008). In this context, understanding whether or not gross MC is related to AA among 
school age children may provide useful information about how to incorporate PA into daily life, 
helping to achieve recommended levels of PA and physical fitness and positively impacting academic 
success or progress. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the relationship between 
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gross MC and AA in urban Portuguese children aged 9-12 years, accounting for cardiorespiratory 
fitness, body mass index, and socioeconomic status. 
 
 
 
METHODS 
 
Study Design and Sampling 
Data for the present study are derived from the Bracara Study aimed to evaluate the 
relations between gross MC, PA, physical fitness, body composition, AA and health behaviors among 
elementary school children. The Bracara Study was conducted in a middle city located in the north of 
Portugal during the 2009/2010 academic year.  
 
Participants 
 All 21 public elementary schools in the city that qualified as urban (according to the 
Municipal Administration Registry) were considered and invited to participate in this study, 
corresponding to 846 children enrolling in the fourth grade; two schools decided not to take part in 
this study, corresponding to 90 children; six schools could not be evaluated on time to take part in 
this study, corresponding to 130 children; 30 children who failed the inclusion criteria (having a 
mental and/or physical disability or a health condition that did not allow them to participate in 
physical education classes) or had missing information on the variables of interest were excluded 
from this analysis. Therefore, the study included 13 urban public elementary schools, and 596 
participants (281 girls) aged 9-12 years old. 
 
Procedure 
The schools’ directors and children’s parents/guardians received verbal and written 
description of the study and signed a written informed consent form. The protocol and procedures 
employed followed the Helsinki Declaration for Investigation in Human Subjects and were approved 
by the Curricular Development and Innovation Division (Portuguese Ministry of Education) and by 
the University’s Ethics Committee.  
Data were collected during regularly scheduled physical education classes by 2 assessors in 
full time. Assessors were physical education graduates and received specific training, and had 
already participated in previous KTK data collection. The assessors were helped by the physical 
education teachers. 
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Measures 
Academic Achievement 
AA was assessed using the Portuguese Language and Mathematics National Exams which are 
mandatory for all 4
th
 grade students. The exams were administered in May 2009 by two supervision 
teachers in the classroom. The Educational Evaluation Office from the Portuguese Ministry of 
Education performs management, analysis, and maintenance of student data and the National 
Exams database. The National Exams are criterion-referenced tests that provide scores to students, 
teachers and parents according to the performance levels: A (very good), B (good), C (fair), D and E 
(insufficient). For each exam 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 points were attributed to scores of E, D, C, B, and A, 
respectively. An AA score was computed by summing the points attained for each of the exams. 
Participants were then categorized as having high AA (>8 points); middle AA (7-5 points); or lower AA 
(<4 points), based on the tertile values of this score. 
 
Cardiorespiratory Fitness 
Health-related components of physical fitness were evaluated using the Fitnessgram Test 
Battery, version 8.0. The Fitnessgram is included in the physical education curriculum, and the five 
tests recommended in the Portuguese National Program (curl-up, push-up, trunk lift, shuttle-run, 
and the modified back saver sit-and-reach) were used in this study. All tests were conducted 
according to the Fitnessgram measurement procedures (Welk & Meredith, 2008). 
For the purpose of the present analysis we only considered the 20 m shuttle-run test as a 
way to evaluate cardiorespiratory fitness. This test requires participants to run back and forth 
between two lines set 20 m apart. Running speed started at 8.5 km/h and increased by 0.5 km/h 
each minute, reaching 18.0 km/h at minute 20. Each level was announced on the tape. The 
participants were told to keep up with the pacer until exhausted. The test was finished when the 
participant failed to reach the end lines concurrent with the audio signals on two consecutive 
occasions. Otherwise, the test ended when the subject stopped because of fatigue. Participants 
were encouraged to keep running as long as possible throughout the course of the test. The number 
of shuttles performed was recorded. Age- and sex-adjusted Z-scores were computed, because the 
age and sex-specific cut-off points of the Fitnessgram criteria are only developed for children aged 
10 years old or older, and most participants in this study were nine years old.  
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Motor Coordination 
MC was evaluated with the body coordination test, Körperkoordination Test für Kinder 
(KTK), developed for German children (aged 5-15 years) (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). The KTK battery 
has four items:  
Balance: the child walks backward on three balance beams each 3 m in length, 5 cm in 
height, but with decreasing widths of 6, 4.5 and 3 cm. The child has three attempts at each beam; 
the number of successful steps is recorded; a maximum of 24 steps (eight per trial) were counted for 
each balance beam, which comprises a maximum of 72 steps.  
Jumping laterally: the child makes consecutive jumps from side to side over a small beam (60 
cm x 4 cm x 2 cm) as quickly as possible for 15 s. The child is instructed to keep his/her feet together; 
the number of correct jumps in two trials was summed.  
Hopping on one leg over an obstacle: the child was instructed to hop on one foot at a time 
over a stack of foam blocks after a short run-up. After a successful hop with each foot (the child 
clears the block without touching it and continues to hop on the same foot at least two times), the 
height was increased by adding a block (50 cm x 20 cm x 5 cm). The child had three attempts at each 
height and on each foot; three, two or one point(s) was/were awarded for a successful performance 
on the first, second or third trial, respectively; a maximum of 39 points (12 stacks blocks) could be 
scored for each leg (maximum score 78). 
Shifting platforms: the child begins by standing with both feet on one platform (25 cm x 25 
cm x 2 cm) supported on four legs, 3.7cm in height and holding a second identical platform in his/her 
hands; the child is then instructed to place the second platform alongside the first and to step on to 
it; the first box is then lifted and placed alongside the second and the child steps on to it; the 
sequence continues for 20 s. Each successful transfer from one platform to the next earns two points 
(one for shifting the platform, the other for transferring the body); the number of points in 20 s is 
recorded and summed for two trials. If the child falls off in the process, he/she simply gets back on 
to the platform and continues the test.  
Although some of the items in the KTK appear to measure specific components of motor 
performance, e.g., dynamic balance, speed and agility, balance and power, the four tests were 
loaded in a single factor when analyzed with other items (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). Hence, the 
authors utilized the four items together as a global indicator of MC, the ‘‘motor quotient.’’ Each 
performance item was scored relative to gender- and age-specific reference values for the 
population upon which the KTK was established. The sum of the standardized scores for the four 
items provides the motor quotient. Using the motor quotient children were then categorized as 
having: MC disorders (<70 motor quotient); MC insufficiency (71≤ motor quotient ≤85); normal MC 
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(86≤ motor quotient ≤115); good MC (115≤ motor quotient ≤130); or very good MC (131≤ motor 
quotient ≤145). 
The psychometric characteristics of the KTK have been documented (Kiphard & Schiling, 
1974). The test-retest reliability coefficient for the raw score on the total test battery was 0.97, while 
corresponding coefficients for individual tests ranged from 0.80 to 0.96. Factor analysis of the four 
individual tests resulted in a single factor labelled gross MC. The percentage of total variance in MC 
explained by the four tests varied from 81% at 6 years to 98% at 9 years (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). 
Intercorrelations among the four tests varied from 0.60 to 0.81 for the reference sample of 1228 
children. Both the factor analysis and intercorrelations thus indicated acceptable construct validity. 
Validity was further determined through differentiation of normal from disabled children. The KTK 
test differentiated 91% of children with brain damage from normal children. Participants were 
classified as having: MC disorders, MC insufficiency, normal MC, good MC or very good MC, 
according to the KTK reference values described above. Participants with good MC were recoded 
and combined with those with normal MC due to their small sample size (1.2%). 
 
Sociodemographics 
Each child’s date of birth, gender, and socioeconomic status was extracted from the schools’ 
administrative record systems. The socioeconomic status records used by the Portuguese Ministry of 
Education are based on annual family income: children may be eligible for benefit A, eligible for 
benefit B, or not eligible. These categories were used as a proxy measurement of family 
socioeconomic status (Education, 2009). According to the Portuguese Ministry of Education, those 
eligible for benefit A receive books, school supplies, and meals for free; those eligible for benefit B 
receive 50 % of the books required and a 50% discount on meals. 
 
Anthropometrics 
Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using a regularly calibrated digital scale (Tanita 
TBF-300), while the child was wearing light clothing without shoes. Height was measured to the 
nearest millimeter with a field stadiometer (Seca 220). The body mass index (kg.m-2) was calculated 
and defined according to Cole et al. (Cole et al., 2000)  cut off points. 
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Statistical analysis 
Two tailed t-test compared gender differences in continuous variables. Binary Logistic 
Regression was used to analyze the influence of MC on AA, adjusting for cardiorespiratory fitness, 
body mass index and socioeconomic status. In this regression analysis children belonging to the 
lower and middle tertiles of AA were grouped into one category – models were constructed 
separately for girls and boys. In each model all variables were tested simultaneously. 
Statistics was performed using Predictive Analytics Software (IBM - PASW Statistics 18 - 
Statistical Program for Windows), former known as SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. 
A p value <0.05 denoted statistical significance. 
 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
Boys had, on average, significantly higher levels of gross MC and fitness compared with girls 
(p<0.001 for both); Table 1. 
 
Table 1 – Participants’ characteristics. 
 
Whole Sample 
(n=596) 
Girls 
(n=281) 
Boys 
(n=315) 
p* 
Age  
(years) 
9.7±0.6 9.7 ± 0.5 9.7 ± 0.6 0.552 
Cardiorespiratory Fitness 
(number of laps) 
19.9±11.3 16.6±8.0 22.8±13.0 0.000 
Motor Coordination 
(motor quotient) 
85.7±14.4 81.7±14.5 89.3±13.4 0.000 
Body Mass Index 
(kg.m
-2
) 
18.6±3.3 18.6±3.3 18.6±3.3 0.934 
Portugal, academic year 2009/2010. 
*  - t-test compared gender differences. 
 
 
 
As shown in Table 2, 51.6% of the entire sample exhibited MC disorders or MC insufficiency 
and none of the participants showed very good MC. In both, Portuguese Language and Mathematics 
exams, none of the participants scored E, and more boys than girls scored A and D.  
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Table 2 - Prevalence of Motor Coordination and Academic Achievement. 
 
Whole Sample 
(n=596) 
Girls  
(n=281) 
Boys  
(n=315) 
 n % n % n % 
       
Motor Coordination       
Motor coordination disorders 86 14.4 63 22.4 23 7.3 
Motor coordination insufficiency 222 37.3 107 38.1 115 36.5 
Normal motor coordination 281 47.1 110 39.1 171 54.3 
Good motor coordination 7 1.2 1 0.4 6 1.9 
Very good motor coordination 0 0 0 0 0 0 
       
Portuguese Language Exam       
A 64 10.7 27 9.6 37 11.8 
B 210 35.2 107 38.1 103 32.7 
C 255 42.8 121 43.1 134 42.5 
D 67 11.3 26 9.2 41 13.0 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 
       
Mathematic Exam       
A 114 19.1 48 17.1 66 21.0 
B 201 33.7 100 35.6 101 32.0 
C 215 36.1 102 36.3 113 35.9 
D 66 11.1 31 11.0 35 11.1 
E 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Portugal, academic year 2009/2010. 
 
 
 
Children with MC insufficiency or MC disorders exhibited a higher probability of having low 
AA, compared with those with normal coordination (p<0.05 for trend in both genders); Tables 3 and 
4.  
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Table 3 - Odds Ratios and 95% Confidence Intervals from binary logistic regression model predicting 
low academic achievement, for girls. 
Boys 
Low Academic Achievement  
Unadjusted model Adjusted model
a
 
 OR 95% CI p p for trend OR 95% CI p p for trend 
Normal/good motor 
coordination 
b
 
1   
<0.001 
1   
<0.001 
Motor coordination 
insufficiency 
1.938 (0.778-4.828) 0.155 2.496 (0.941-6.623) 0.066 
Motor coordination 
disorders 
5.150 (2.087-12.711) <0.001 7.861 (2.739-22.559) <0.001 
Body mass index     0.916 (0.816-1.029) 0.139  
Cardiorespiratory 
fitness 
    1.223 (0.815-1.837) 0.331  
Socioeconomic 
status
b 
(not eligible) 
    1   
0.698 
Socioeconomic 
status 
(benefit A)  
    0.678 (0.246-1.865) 0.451 
Socioeconomic 
status 
(benefit B) 
    0.744 (0.330-1.681) 0.477 
Portugal, academic year 2009/2010. 
a
 - Adjusted for socioeconomic status, body mass index and cardiorespiratory fitness.  
b
 - Reference category. 
OR – Odds Ratio. 
CI – Confidence Intervals. 
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Table 4 - Odds Ratios and 95% Confidence Intervals from binary logistic regression model predicting 
low academic achievement, for boys. 
Boys 
Low Academic Achievement  
Unadjusted model Adjusted model
a
 
 OR 95% CI p p for trend OR 95% CI p p for trend 
Normal/good motor 
coordination 
b
 
1   
0.026 
1   
0.006 
Motor coordination 
insufficiency 
1.483 (0.769-2.862) 0.240 1.868 (0.902-3.865) 0.092 
Motor coordination 
disorders 
3.758 (1.428-9.886) 0.007 6.815 (2.075-22.379) 0.002 
Body mass index     0.841 (0.741-0.954) 0.007  
Cardiorespiratory 
fitness 
    1.021 (0.710-1.469) 0.910  
Socioeconomic 
status
b 
(not eligible) 
    1   
0.016 
Socioeconomic 
status 
(benefit A)  
    0.867 (0.360-2.090) 0.750 
Socioeconomic 
status 
(benefit B) 
    0.369 (0.175-0.778) 0.009 
Portugal, academic year 2009/2010.
 
a
 - Adjusted for socioeconomic status, body mass index and cardiorespiratory fitness.  
b 
- Reference category. 
OR – Odds Ratio. 
CI – Confidence Intervals. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The results of this study indicate that children of both genders with low gross MC had a 
higher probability of having low AA, after adjusting for cardiorespiratory fitness, body mass index, 
and socioeconomic status. 
There are potential biological, psychological, and social mechanisms that may help explain 
this relationship. Coordinative exercise (exercises strengthening various coordination abilities) 
involve an activation of the cerebellum, which influences motor functions (Gao et al., 1996) as well 
as attention (Courchesne et al., 1994), working memory (Klingberg et al., 1996), and verbal learning 
and memory (Andreasen et al., 1995). Additionally, the frontal lobes play an important role in 
mediating both MC (Hernandez et al., 2002) and cognitive functions (Miller & Cohen, 2001). An 
interventional study performed by Budde et al. (2008) aiming to investigate the effect of 10 minutes 
of physical exercise (coordination exercises vs. non-specific physical education lessons) on 
concentration and attention performance in a school setting revealed enhanced attention and 
concentration performance in both groups, with significantly higher enhancement in the group that 
performed coordination exercises. Furthermore, they suggest that coordination exercises lead to a 
facilitation of neuronal networks that results in a pre-activation of cortical activities that are 
responsible for cognitive functions such as attention (Budde et al., 2008).  
Better gross MC results may reflect better overall health, as has been suggested in the case 
of physical fitness (Chomitz et al., 2009) (i.e., better nutrition, more PA and healthier weight status), 
and good health may contribute positively to AA. As the literature points out, high levels of motor 
competence/skill are positively associated with PA (Wrotniak et al., 2006). Cognitive facilitation by 
PA is presumably attributable to a direct improvement in cerebral circulation (of glucose, oxygen, 
and energetic substances) and the alteration of neurotransmitter actions in the central nervous 
system (acetycholine, dopamine, norepinephrine, epinephrine, adrenocorticotropic hormone and 
vasopressin) (Kashihara et al., 2009). Taras indicates that PA increases blood flow to the brain and 
raises the levels of hormones (norepinephrine and endorphins) that reduce stress, improve mood, 
and induce a calming effect after exercise, possibly leading to an improvement in AA (Taras, 2005). 
Shephard has also suggested that increased PA may induce arousal and reduce boredom, leading to 
increased attention span and better concentration (Shephard, 1996). Additionally, PA may increase 
feelings of self efficacy and self-esteem, which can improve class behaviour as well as AA. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that children who participate in PA that promotes cooperation, sharing, 
and rule following learn skills that transfer to classroom settings (Taras, 2005).  
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It of importance to note that children with poor MC report systematically less participation 
in organized and free-play activities than their typically developing peers (activity deficit) (Bouffard 
et al., 1996; J.  Cairney et al., 2005), and these differences tend to persisted over time (Cairney, Hay, 
Veldhuizen, Missiuna, & Faught, 2010); therefore, it is possible that these children are not provided 
with the same opportunity to enhance AA given the benefits of PA on AA. 
Our results also showed that boys had higher levels of gross MC and better performance on 
cardiorespiratory fitness tests than girls. This finding is supported by previous longitudinal research 
that found that boys had consistently higher results in both MC and physical fitness than girls at each 
observation (Lopes et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2010). Perhaps the types of sports and PA in which 
boys are more often involved, i.e., those that require eye-hand (or foot) coordination (evident in a 
variety of ball games), give them more opportunities to improve their cardiorespiratory fitness and 
refine their MC.  
Only 48.8% of our study participants were classified as having at least normal MC and none 
showed very good MC. These results are in line with those reported in a study with Portuguese 
children aged 6-10 years old (Maia & Lopes, 2002). However, our gross MC numbers are 
considerably lower than those observed by others (Graf et al., 2004; Vandorpe et al., 2011). In a 
study with German children aged 6-9 years old, Graf et al. (2004) found that only 31.3% of 
participants showed lower than normal MC. Vandorpe et al. (2011), in a study of Belgian children 
aged 6-11 years, found that only 21.1% demonstrated lower than normal MC. In the original German 
(1974) standardization sample with children aged 6-11, only 16% demonstrated lower than normal 
MC (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). The low gross MC levels in Portuguese children may possibly be 
explained partially by the fact that Portuguese children have one of the highest rates of obesity in 
Europe (Sardinha et al., 2010). Indeed, several studies have described that overweight children have 
poor results on motor skill tests when compared with their normal-weight counterparts (Graf et al., 
2004; Okely et al., 2004). Additionally, Portuguese children and adolescents have lower levels of PA 
(Baptista et al., 2011) compared to their European counterparts, a characteristic that correlates with 
low MC (Okely et al., 2001b). Furthermore, KTK norms and cut-off values are based on German 
children tested 36 years ago, while the literature has shown that children’s physical fitness 
(Tomkinson, Leger, Olds, & Cazorla, 2003) and PA (Knuth & Hallal, 2009) are declining; as motor skills 
are positively associated with both physical fitness (Hands et al., 2009) and PA (Williams et al., 2008; 
Wrotniak et al., 2006), perhaps MC levels are decreasing as well. Indeed, Prätorius & Milani (2004) 
have shown that over the last 30 years, the percentage of German children with low MC has 
increased substantially, from 16% in the KTK test’s original validation to a level of 38% in 
contemporary children.  
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Schools are excellent settings in which to provide students with the opportunity for daily PA, 
to teach the importance of regular PA for health, and to build skills that support active lifestyles. 
Promoting active lifestyles from a young age is widely recognized as beneficial, and the health 
benefits of regular PA are extensively acknowledged (Andersen et al., 2006; Strong et al., 2005). The 
incorporation of PA into daily life and the achievement of recommended PA levels for the 
maintenance of good health are major public health challenges. Physical education lessons and 
school recesses are ideal settings in which to develop children’s fundamental movement skills and 
increase PA and fitness (van Beurden et al., 2003), while also contributing to one of the primary 
missions of schools, i.e. the promotion of academic performance (Dwyer, Sallis, Blizzard, Lazarus, & 
Dean, 2001). 
Given the importance of assessment and evaluation in the education and health fields and 
the pressures that educational agents are under to achieve academic success for all students, 
indicators of educational achievement, health, and functional status may allow educators and policy 
makers to make better informed decisions (Lloyd et al., 2010). Therefore, understanding the 
relationship between MC and AA is important for ensuring the appropriate assignment of resources 
as well as the implementation of programs to develop children’s health-related behaviors. This study 
highlights the necessity of providing opportunities for children to engage in PA structured and 
unstructured that promote a diversity of motor skills, since gross MC seems to play such an 
important role in AA.  
 
Strengths and limitations 
This study has some limitations that need to be recognised. The data has been derived from 
a cross-sectional study so the results do not indicate causality. Our sample is not representative of 
the Portuguese population and therefore our findings are not generalizable. The use of shuttle-run 
tests to assess aerobic fitness in children with motor problems is controversial, and has been 
criticized by Armstrong and Welsman (1997) and Hands and Larkin (2006) for being overly vulnerable 
to both motivational and environmental effects. Indeed, field-based measures of aerobic capacity 
rely on the internal motivation of the participants to perform to exhaustion (Rivilis et al., 2011), a 
circumstance that could be particularly challenging for children with developmental coordination 
disorders because they generally report less confidence in their physical abilities and may be unlikely 
to persist in their tasks (Cairney et al., 2006). Nevertheless, a recent study has shown that the 
shuttle-run test is moderately to fairly well correlated with lab based cycle ergometer tests for 
assessing cardiorespiratory fitness in children with and without developmental coordination 
disorders (Cairney, Hay, Veldhuizen, & Faught, 2010). 
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Overall, the strengths of our study include the use of direct indicators of AA, namely, scores 
on standardized national exams; the inclusion of potential confounding factors such as 
socioeconomic status, which is recognized as a major factor in academic performance (Coe et al., 
2006); the use of cardiorespiratory fitness, because it was suggested that this could mediate the 
relationship between PA and AA (Kwak et al., 2009); and the use of body mass index, which has been 
documented as inversely related with MC (Graf et al., 2004; Okely et al., 2004).  
More research is needed to further study the relationship between MC and AA. Longitudinal 
and interventional studies would provide information on the direction of this association.  
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this cross-sectional study, children of both genders with lower MC had higher odds of 
having low AA, after adjusting for potential confounding factors. The early identification of children 
with poor MC is crucial to implementing activities that develop health-related behaviors.  
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The main findings of the present work indicate that adequate levels of MC in children 
have essential importance since it were found to be positive related with health-related 
behaviours and cognitive outcomes. This study show that for both genders the low sedentary 
group had significantly higher odds of having a good MC compared with the high sedentary 
group, independently of MVPA, accelerometer wear time, WHtR, and mother’s education 
level (paper I). The results also indicate a high rate of maternal misclassification of child 
weight status; 65.2% of underweight and 61.6% of overweight/obese children were 
inaccurately classified by their mothers as being a normal weight, and the agreement between 
the objectively measured weight status and the mothers’ perceptions of their child’s weight 
status was fair, but statistically significant (paper II). Moreover, regarding the relationship 
between adiposity measures and MC, this study suggest that BF% provides a marginally 
superior tool for discriminating low MC for girls as compared with BMI, WC, and WHtR. In 
boys, WC showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy in predicting low MC as 
compared with BMI, BF%, and WHtR. Slightly higher pooled AUCs were observed in boys 
as compared to girls (with an exception in BF%), suggesting that discrimination is more 
precise, on average, in boys. Logistic regression analyses showed that all different measures 
of adiposity were negatively and significantly associated with MC in both sexes, with the 
exception of WHtR for girls, after adjusting for cardio-respiratory fitness and mothers’ 
education level (paper III). Finally, this study indicates that children of both genders with low 
gross MC had a higher probability of having low AA, after adjusting for cardiorespiratory 
fitness, body mass index, and socioeconomic status (paper IV). 
Motor behaviour is an essential aspect of children development. Excessive levels of 
sedentary time (Colley et al., 2011) and obesity (Sardinha, Santos, Vale, Silva, et al., 2011) 
along with, low levels of childhood physical activity (Baptista et al., 2011; Colley et al., 
2011), physical fitness (Tremblay et al., 2010) and MC (Maia & Lopes, 2007; Prätorius & 
Milani, 2004; Vandorpe et al., 2011), are major public health issues that may threaten the 
future development, health and well-being of young people (Reilly & Kelly, 2011; Strong et 
al., 2005; WHO, 2010). Furthermore, since it is know that motor development is interrelated 
with cognitive development, when there are perturbations (genetic or environmental) that 
affect motor system or cognition it is often the case that both motor and cognitive functions 
are affected (Diamond, 2000). Therefore, children’s development cannot be separated easily 
into disconnected developmental domains (Smith et al., 1999), rather it is the whole child that 
needs our attention (Bowman et al., 2001). Additionally, it is know that early school motor 
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skills assessment may increased the predictability of later achievement and the probability of 
identifying children at risk for school failure (Son & Meisels, 2006). 
Recently, researchers has been studying possible implications of MC for talent 
identification purposes (Fransen et al., 2012; Vandendriessche, Vaeyens, et al., 2012; 
Vandendriessche et al., 2011; Vandorpe, Vandendriessche, Vaeyens, Pion, Lefevre, et al., 
2012) as well as potential health-related and developmental benefits in childhood throughout 
the lifespan (Lubans et al., 2010; Vandorpe, Vandendriessche, Vaeyens, Pion, Matthys, et al., 
2012). However, children’s MC levels have been described as suboptimal. Indeed, our results 
show that 51.7% of our study participants were classified as having MC disorders or 
insufficiencies and none showed very good MC, according to the normative values of KTK 
test battery. These results are in line with those reported in a study with Portuguese children 
aged 6-10 years (Maia & Lopes, 2002). However, our MC numbers are considerably lower 
than those observed by others (Graf et al., 2004; Vandorpe et al., 2011). In a study with 
German children aged 6-9 years, Graf et al. (2004) found that only 31.3% of participants 
showed lower than normal MC. Vandorpe et al. (2011), in a study of Belgian children aged 6-
11 years, found that only 21.1% demonstrated lower than normal MC. In the original German 
(1974) standardization sample with children aged 6-11, only 16% demonstrated lower than 
normal MC (Kiphard & Schiling, 1974). The low MC levels in Portuguese children may 
possibly be explained partially by the fact that Portuguese children have one of the highest 
rates of obesity in Europe (Sardinha et al., 2010). Indeed, several studies have described that 
overweight children have poor results on motor skill tests when compared with their normal-
weight counterparts (Graf et al., 2004; Okely et al., 2004). Additionally, Portuguese children 
and adolescents have lower levels of PA (Baptista et al., 2011) compared to their European 
counterparts, a characteristic that correlates with low MC (Okely et al., 2001b). Furthermore, 
KTK norms and cut-off values are based on German children tested 36 years ago, while the 
literature has shown that children’s physical fitness (Tomkinson et al., 2003) and PA (Knuth 
& Hallal, 2009) are declining; as motor skills are positively associated with both physical 
fitness (Hands et al., 2009) and PA (Williams et al., 2008; Wrotniak et al., 2006), perhaps 
MC levels are decreasing as well. Indeed, Prätorius & Milani (2004) have shown that over 
the last 30 years, the percentage of German children with low MC has increased substantially, 
from 16% in the KTK test’s original validation to a level of 38% in contemporary children.  
Sedentary behaviour has been acknowledged as an important contributor to the 
premature development of non-communicable disease (Tremblay, Leblanc, Kho, et al., 2011), 
separate and distinct from a lack of moderate- to vigorous-intensity physical activity (van 
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Uffelen et al., 2010). In children and adolescents, self-reported leisure-time SB such as 
overall screen time (i.e. TV viewing, videogames, computer use) has commonly been studied; 
however, while these activities may represent a substantial portion of the time spent in total 
SB, they do not represent the total amount of everyday sedentary time. In this regard, as has 
been argued for PA (Ruiz & Ortega, 2009), objectively measuring total sedentary time by 
using devices such as accelerometers may offer particular advantages, since these devices do 
not rely on subject recall and may capture the entire daily patterns of both PA and SB. This 
study assessed both PA and SB using accelerometry. 
In literature, the relationship between SB and MC has been rarely studied and no 
study has analyzed this relation accounting for PA levels. Only four studies have analyzed the 
association between MC with SB, Cliff et al., (2009) and Graf et al., (2004) reported no 
association, while Williams et al., (2008) and Wroniak et al., (2006) reported a negative 
association. The present study show that high time spent in SB was a predictor of low MC, 
regardless of PA levels and other confounders. Our findings have important implications as 
they suggest that PA levels per se may not overcome the deleterious influence of high levels 
of SB on MC. These findings, in combination with the studies of Wroniak et al. (2006) and 
Williams et al. (2008) that indicate a positive relationship between motor skill performance 
and PA and an inverse association with sedentary activity in children (Williams et al., 2008; 
Wrotniak et al., 2006), may suggest a reciprocal relationship between SB and MC. In this 
context, we could speculate that providing children with alternatives to SB, namely daily 
physical education classes, opportunities for sports participation in and outside school, and 
school recesses more conducive to activity, could have a positive impact on their MC, which 
could in turn increase PA and decrease time spent in SB. However, further longitudinal and 
intervention studies are necessary to confirm or disprove this hypothesis. 
Despite recent studies suggesting a stabilization or a plateau in the prevalence of 
childhood overweight or obesity in some countries (Lissner, Sohlstrom, Sundblom, & 
Sjoberg, 2010; Ogden, Carroll, Curtin, Lamb, & Flegal, 2010; Olds, Tomkinson, Ferrar, & 
Maher, 2010; Salanave, Peneau, Rolland-Cachera, Hercberg, & Castetbon, 2009), many 
children still have excessive body weight. In Portugal, a representative study in children aged 
10 to 18 years found that the prevalence of overweight/obesity were about a third, which is 
one of the higher prevalence rates in Europe (Sardinha, Santos, Vale, Silva, et al., 2011). 
Therefore, a large variety of strategies is needed to fight this epidemic, and parents have 
crucial importance for prevention and treatment programs.  
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Our findings agree with earlier studies that show that most parents do not correctly 
recognize their child’s weight status (Baughcum et al., 2000; Campbell et al., 2006; Carnell et 
al., 2005; Eckstein et al., 2006; Jeffery et al., 2005; Maynard et al., 2003; Wake et al., 2002; 
West et al., 2008). Also, a recent review shows that in 19 of 23 studies reviewed, fewer than 
50% of parents of overweight children recognize their child as overweight (Parry, Netuveli, 
Parry, & Saxena, 2008). This is a concern because the physical, social and emotional 
consequences of obesity may be evident in childhood and may persist into adult life (Dietz, 
1998). 
This study extends the existing literature on parental weight perceptions by including 
data on Portuguese children, one of the countries with the highest prevalence of overweight 
and obese children in Europe, for the first time (Sardinha, Santos, Vale, Silva, et al., 2011), 
and by presenting results of the mothers’ perceptions of their child’s weight status by BMI 
categories (underweight, normal weight, overweight/obese) according to the child’s  gender, 
the mothers’ age, education level and weight status and family income. 
Childhood obesity may lead to impaired cognitive and physical development (Lopes, 
Stodden, Bianchi, Maia, & Rodrigues, 2012). In fact, it is relatively well established in 
literature a relationship between adiposity and MC independently of the age group, namely in 
pre-school (Castetbon & Andreyeva, 2012) and elementary school children (Lopes et al., 
2012), and adolescents (Okely et al., 2004), or the measurements considered, namely product 
(D'Hondt et al., 2011) or process-oriented (Castetbon & Andreyeva, 2012; Okely et al., 
2004), or the nature of the study, namely cross-sectional (Graf et al., 2004) or longitudinal 
(D'Hondt et al., 2012; Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011). 
Although, in literature there is no study that aims to determine the ability of different 
measures of adiposity to discriminate between low/high MC, others studies have used the 
same measures of adiposity to evaluate the relationship with MC that were used in our 
investigation, with exception to WHtR. Our study found that, in girls, BF% assessed by 
bioelectric impedance was the measure that best predicted low MC. BF% measurement 
techniques have been developed and validated for children; however, it has rarely been used 
in the literature regarding the relationship between adiposity and MC. The existing studies 
have found significant associations between BF% and MC, whether using skin folds (Lopes, 
Maia, et al., 2011), bioelectric impedance (J. Cairney, J. A. Hay, B. E. Faught, & R. Hawes, 
2005) or whole body air displacement plethysmography (Silman et al., 2011) methods. In 
boys, we found that WC is the measure that best predicted low MC. Similarly in a 
longitudinal study, Cairney et al., (2010) also found associations between MC and WC. 
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Faught et al., (2005) found an association between poor MC with increased body fat and low 
cardiorespiratory fitness (physical activity was a significant mediator for both relationships). 
These authors concluded that poor MC is related to factors associated with increased risk for 
coronary vascular disease, including decreased cardiorespiratory fitness and increased body 
fat through the mediating influence of physical activity in children. 
While the relationship between PA and physical fitness with academic achievement 
(AA) has been thoroughly explored (Ahamed et al., 2007; Carlson et al., 2008; Castelli et al., 
2007; Chomitz et al., 2009; Coe et al., 2006; Etnier et al., 2006; Eveland-Sayers et al., 2009; 
Fox et al., 2010; Grissom, 2005) (Hillman et al., 2008; Kwak et al., 2009; Niederer et al., 
2011; Rasberry et al., 2011; Ruiz et al., 2010b; Sigfusdottir et al., 2007; Strong et al., 2005; 
Taras, 2005; Trudeau & Shephard, 2008), little, is known about the relation between of gross 
MC and AA in elementary school children without intellectual disabilities. 
Our results suggest that low MC may be a predictor of low AA. This findings are corroborate 
by others cross-sectional (Knight & Rizzuto, 1993; Nourbakhsh, 2006; Planinsec, 2002) and 
longitudinal (Piek et al., 2008; Son & Meisels, 2006) studies, however, those studies were in 
different age group (i.e. pre-scholars) and/or with other cognitive variables. Recently a 9 
years longitudinal study, in Swedish children followed from 7-9 years of age until they were 
16 years old and left compulsory school, found that by including daily physical education and 
health in the school curriculum and one hour per week of motor skills training in pupils with 
specific needs, improvements could be achieved in motor skills, school results, and the 
proportion of pupils who qualify for upper secondary school. This study suggested for the 
first time that there is not only an association, but actually that a population-based 
intervention strategy with increased physical activity and motor skills training could improve 
school performance (Ericsson & Karlsson, 2012). 
Given the importance of assessment and evaluation in the education and health fields 
and the pressures that educational agents are under to achieve academic success for all 
students, indicators of educational achievement, health, and functional status may allow 
educators and policy makers to make better informed decisions (Lloyd et al., 2010). 
Therefore, understanding the relationship between MC and AA is important for ensuring the 
appropriate assignment of resources as well as the implementation of programs to develop 
children’s health-related behaviours. This study highlights the necessity of providing 
opportunities for children to engage in PA structured and unstructured that promote a 
diversity of motor skills, since gross MC seems to play such an important role in AA. 
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Schools are excellent settings in which to provide students with the opportunity for 
daily PA, to teach the importance of regular PA for health, and to build skills that support 
active lifestyles. Promoting active lifestyles from a young age is widely recognized as 
beneficial, and the health benefits of regular PA are extensively acknowledged (Andersen et 
al., 2006; Strong et al., 2005). The incorporation of PA into daily life and the achievement of 
recommended PA levels for the maintenance of good health are major public health 
challenges. Physical education lessons and school recesses are ideal settings in which to 
develop children’s fundamental movement skills and increase PA and fitness (van Beurden et 
al., 2003), while also contributing to one of the primary missions of schools, i.e. the 
promotion of academic performance (Dwyer et al., 2001).  
 
5.1 Strengths and limitations 
This study has some limitations that need to be recognized.  First, the data has been 
derived from a cross-sectional study and therefore results do not indicate causality. Second, 
accelerometers do not identify PA or sedentary patterns or contexts, and the accelerometers 
used in this study do not allow us to distinguish the type of sedentary behaviour (i.e. lying, 
sitting or standing still). Third, mothers’ height and weight were self-reported and it is known 
that self-reported weight status underestimates the true prevalence of being overweight and 
obese, especially in women (Yun, Zhu, Black, & Brownson, 2006). Indeed, 58% of the 
mothers in our study were classified as normal weight, which is higher than the prevalence 
reported for Portuguese women (48.9%) using objectively measured weight and height (do 
Carmo et al., 2008). Fourth, our sample is not representative of the Portuguese population 
and therefore our findings are not generalizable. 
The strengths of our study comprise: 
In paper I - the novelty of the analyses of the associations between SB and MC; the 
objective assessment of both total MVPA and total sedentary time (most previous studies 
have limited their analysis to self-reported leisure time SB and/or PA); and the use of a cut-
point of <100 counts.min-1 to identify sedentary behaviour, as this cut-off was shown to have 
an excellent classification accuracy (Trost et al., 2011). 
In paper II - the inclusion of data on Portuguese children, one of the countries with the 
highest prevalence of overweight and obese children in Europe, for the first time (Sardinha, 
Santos, Vale, Silva, et al., 2011); the insertion of results of the mothers’ perceptions of their 
child’s weight status by BMI categories (underweight, normal weight, overweight/obese) 
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according to the child’s  gender, the mothers’ age, education level and weight status and 
family income; and the high response rate (83.7%). 
In paper III - the inclusion of potential confounding factors such as mother’s 
education level (used as a proxy measure of socioeconomic status), which is recognized as 
having a powerful and synergistic relationship with obesity (Ulijaszek, 2012); the presence of 
cardiorespiratory fitness as a potential confounding element, due to its importance of being 
simultaneously linked to adiposity and MC (i.e., inversely associated with adiposity and 
positively related to MC) (Faught et al., 2005; Lopes, Maia, et al., 2011); and the novelty of 
the study, to determine the ability of different measures of adiposity to discriminate between 
low and high MC. 
In paper IV -  the use of direct indicators of AA, namely, scores on standardized 
national exams; the inclusion of potential confounding factors such as socioeconomic status, 
which is recognized as a major factor in academic performance (Coe et al., 2006); the use of 
cardiorespiratory fitness, because it was suggested that this could mediate the relationship 
between PA and AA (Kwak et al., 2009); and the use of body mass index, which has been 
documented as inversely related with MC (Graf et al., 2004; Okely et al., 2004).  
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Conclusions 
__________________________________________________ 
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Adequate levels of MC in children have essential importance since it were found to be 
positive related with health-related behaviours and cognitive outcomes. 
In both genders the percentage of time spent in SB was negatively associated with MC, 
independently of MVPA and other confounders. Our findings suggest that PA levels per se 
may not overcome the deleterious influence of high levels of SB on MC. Our data stress the 
importance of discouraging SB among children to improve MC (paper I).  
Many mothers do not properly recognize their children’s weight status and frequently 
underestimate their children’s body size. The results of this study highlight the need to 
educate parents about obesity and the negative impact of excess fat accumulation on their 
child’s health and well-being (paper II).  
BF% and WC showed a slightly better discriminatory accuracy in predicting low MC 
for girls and for boys, respectively. BMI, WC, BF% and WHtR were positively and 
significantly associated with MC in both sexes, with the exception of WHtR in girls after 
adjustments (paper III). 
Children of both genders with lower MC had higher odds of having low AA, after 
adjusting for potential confounding factors. The early identification of children with poor MC 
is crucial to implementing activities that develop health-related behaviours (paper IV).  
 
 
 
6.1 Future Directions 
 
The importance of an adequate level motor coordination in childhood has recently re-
emerged in literature. Well design cross-sectional studies should further describe motor 
coordination levels and correlates; and explore the associations with motor coordination and 
other variables (genetic and/or environmental) contributing to build and strengthen the 
existing knowledge on this topic. Relations between motor coordination, adiposity, physical 
activity, sedentary behaviour, physical fitness and academic achievement should be addressed 
with longitudinal and intervention studies to further explore the nature and the direction of 
associations. 
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